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The Household Needs Survey received 360 responses, about 5 percent of the population.
The responses were approximately 60% from over 60’s and 40% from under sixties. The actual population
is split approximately 40% over 60 and 60% under sixty, so the survey had a much greater response from
the older residents of Garforth.

Section 1 Your Home and Household
We asked the age of the respondents….
Actual Garforth Demographic
(from 2011 Census)

Survey Age Groups
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20.00%

25.00%

15.00%

20.00%
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We asked about the home they currently lived in….

Number of children at home

No. of People living at home
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Your existing accommodation is....
81.48%

80.00%
60.00%
40.00%
20.00%

17.95%
1.14%

0.85%

0.28%

sheltered

Supported Living

0.00%
Bungalow
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What Type of Building
58.92%

31.16%

8.78%
1.13%
flats

Detached

Semi

Terraced

No of Bedrooms
60.19%
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0.97%
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Decade Built
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Do you own other
property in Garforth?
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We asked about home ownership….

If rented, who do you rent from?

Is your home Rented,
Mortgaged or Owned?
Mortgaged

Owned Outright

private landlord

housing association

Local authority

Rented

5%
30%

35%

41%

65%

24%

How long have you lived in …
120.00%
100.00%
80.00%
60.00%
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%
<1yr

1-3 yrs
Your present home

4-10 yrs
Garforth

10+ yrs

Leeds

And car ownership….

How many cars are parked at your
home?
60.00%

Where do you park them?
In a car park

In a gararge

On the drive

On the street

50.00%

1%

40.00%

10%

30.00%

18%

20.00%
10.00%

71%

0.00%
0

1

2

3

4

5+

We asked “Has Garforth lived upto expectations and why?” For the response goto appendix A

We asked “Would you recommend Garforth and Why?”
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Section 2 – Future Housing Needs
We asked who would be moving and if so where?...
Over the next 10 years do you
expect to move out?

Would the move be within or
away from Leeds?

Would the move be
within or away from
Garforth?

yes/pr
obably
41%

away
35%

away
44%
no/unli
kely
59%

withi
n
56%

within
65%

We asked why they would be moving….

What would be the reasons for moving?
Young adult setting up home,
Downsize to a smaller house
Other
For retirement
Move to a larger house
Affordability
Starting a family,
study
Sheltered accommodation
Death
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

We asked what sort of homes they would be looking for…..

What housing type would you be
seeking in the next 10 years?
Bungalow

Flat/Apartment

Sheltered

Not moving

House

22%
41%

3%
28%

6%
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you require?
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If buying, what price would you be looking to
pay?

If renting, how much
would you be prepared
to pay monthly?

25.00%

40.00%
20.00%

35.00%
30.00%

15.00%

25.00%
20.00%

10.00%

15.00%
5.00%

10.00%
5.00%

0.00%

0.00%

We asked what features they required in their new home…

What features would you require in a new home?
Easy access to services/schools
A garden
A garage
Security
Energy saving features
Downstairs WC
Single level
Additional Car parking
more /fewer bedrooms
disasbled access and facilities
Energy creation features
Long term illness facilities
Two levels
Special needs facilities
0.00%
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We asked about age related housing….

Is there a need for more age related
affordable housing for the young in
Garforth?

Is there a need for more age related
sheltered housing for older adults in
Garforth?

No
21%

No
26%

Yes
74%

Yes
79%

We asked what types of homes are needed in Garforth….

Rented or Owned?

Type of Building?

detached

17%

20%

flats

owned
24%

56%

rented

80%

Family, Retirement or
Starter Homes?

40%

39%

self build
semis

family
retirement
starter

21%

3%

Number of Bedrooms?

1%

No of Parking Spaces?

6% 1%

4%
1

9%

27%

2
39%

47%

3
4
5
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We asked what house types were most required…

House Types Most Required
self build beds 5
self build beds 4
self build beds 3
self build beds 2
semi beds 4
semi beds 3
semi beds 2
flats/apartments beds 4
flats/apartments beds 3
flats/apartments beds 2
flats/apartments beds 1
detached 5 bed
detached 4 bed
detached 3 bed
detached 2 bed
0.00%

5.00%

10.00%

15.00%

20.00%

25.00%

30.00%

35.00%

We then asked about Starter Homes v Family Homes v Retirement Homes …

Group of Homes Required
starter semi
starter self build
starter flats/apartments
starter detached
Retirement semi
Retirement self build
Retirement flats/apartments
Retirement detached
Family semi
Family self build
Family flats/apartments
Family detached
0.00%
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Then put them together…

Group/Types of Home Required by Bedroom Size
starter semi 3 bed
starter semi 2 bed
starter self build 2 bed
starter flats/apartments 3 bed
starter flats/apartments 2 bed
starter flats/apartments 1 bed
starter detached 4 bed
starter detached 3 bed
starter detached 2 bed
Retirement semi 3 bed
Retirement semi 2 bed
Retirement self build 3 bed
Retirement self build 2 bed
Retirement flats/apartments 3 bed
Retirement flats/apartments 2 bed
Retirement flats/apartments 1 bed
Retirement detached 4 bed
Retirement detached 3 bed
Retirement detached 2 bed
Family semi 4 bed
Family semi 3 bed
Family semi 2 bed
Family self build 5 bed
Family self build 4 bed
Family self build 3 bed
Family self build 2 bed
Family flats/apartments 4 bed
Family flats/apartments 3 bed
Family flats/apartments 2 bed
Family detached 5 bed
Family detached 4 bed
Family detached 3 bed
Family detached 2 bed
0.00%
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We then asked people what types of homes they didn’t want to see….

House Types Least Required
semi beds 3
semi beds 2
semi beds 1
self-build beds 5
self-build beds 4
self-build beds 3
self-build beds 2
self-build beds 1
flats apartments beds 5
flats apartments beds 4
flats apartments beds 3
flats apartments beds 2
flats apartments beds 1
detached beds 5
detached beds 4
detached beds 3
detached beds 2
0.00%
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Section 3 – Future Housing and Infrastructure

We asked people when they came to Garforth….

When did you come to Garforth?
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
1940-1949 1950-1969 1970-1979 1980-1989 1990-1999 2000-2009

2010
onwards

Born here

And why Garforth?....

What made you choose Garforth to live in?
Other/Misc.
Health services
Employment opportunities
Family connections
Education services
Access to Motorways
Housing availability
Housing cost
access to public transport
Rural/urban environment
0.00%

2.00%

4.00%

6.00%

8.00% 10.00% 12.00% 14.00% 16.00% 18.00%

Health

What health services are your top priorities?
Optician

Do you feel the current health
provision in Garforth for the
present population is
satisfactory?

Clinic

Dentist

Doctor

Yes
40%
No
60%

0.00% 20.00% 40.00% 60.00% 80.00%100.00%120.00%
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We asked how long it took to get to health facilities…

The longest and shortest walking times to the health facilities that you use
over30min-unwalkable
over30m
over20min -unwalkable
over20-over30min
over20min
16min-unwalkable
16-30+min
16-29min
16-20min
11min -unwalkable
11-30+min
11-29min
11-20min
11-15min
5min-unwalkable
5 to 30+min
5-29min
5-20min
5-15min
5-10min
0.00%

2.00%

4.00%

6.00%

8.00% 10.00% 12.00% 14.00% 16.00% 18.00% 20.00%

We asked “Do you feel the current health provision in Garforth for the present population is satisfactory? “
The responses are shown in appendix C
Education
What education services are top priority…..

What education services are your top priority over
the next 10 years?
Creches
13%

Adult Education
23%

Nursery schools
15%
Senior
Schools
30%

Primary schools
19%

We asked for your comments on Education Provision. See the responses in appendix d
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Employment

We asked about work….
Are you currently
employed?

Yes
12%

No
55%

Would you like to
work in Garforth?

Do you work in
Garforth? Yes

Did you move to
Garforth to work?

12%
Yes
29
%

Yes
45%
No
71
%

No
88%

No
88%

Transport

We asked how people get to work…

If you work, how do you get there?
Car
Train
Walk
Bus
Car-share
Cycle
Motorbike
Taxi
0.00%

10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

60.00%

We asked the bus and train users to rate them…

On a score 1-10 how do you rate
the local bus service?

On a score 1-10 how do you rate
the local train service?

10

10

9

9

8

8

7

7

6

6

5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

0.00%

10.00%

20.00%
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We asked about the local transport facilities…..
Which transport locations do you use?

Do you park at the
railway station car
park?

Garforth
station
33%

local bus
stop
41%

If no, do you park on
the streets near the
station?
Yes
10%

Yes
15%

East
Garforth
26%

No
85%

Do you have any special
access needs for local
transport?

No
90%

Type of Access Problem
2%
Heavy cases

9%
yes
16%

10%

Push chair
36%
Disabled parking
Seeing/hearing

no
84%

43%
Wheelchair access

We asked for your comments on Transport. See the responses in appendix E
Water, Sewers and Flooding

We asked about the quality of the water and about local flooding….
Is the water supply clean
and the supply pressure
no acceptable for your home?
7%

Have you ever had any
blockages/backup of foul
water to your drains/sewers
outside your house boundary?

Has your house and/or
garden ever been affected
by rainwater flooding due
to sewer / road drain
blockages?

yes
20%

yes
93%

no
80%

yes
19%
no
81%

We asked for your comments on Water Quality and Local Flooding. See the responses in appendix F
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Retail Facilities

no
3%

Do You Shop on Main
street?

How often do you shop locally?
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%

yes
97%

0.00%
Daily

How do you get to these
shops?

Weekly Monthly Rarely

Never

What sort of shopping do you do
there?

100.00%

40.00%

50.00%

20.00%
0.00%

0.00%
Walk

Car

Bus

Cycle Other

What I Least Like About Shopping Local
parking
range/quality/mix of shops
too many takeaways
Higher cost
traffic congestion
There is Nothing I dislike
charity shops
Hair and Beauty shops
lack of choice
influx of chains
no Bank/slow banking
Begging/ youths
lack of restaurants
lack of public toilets
appearance
time it takes to shop
No Bookshop
greedy landlords
accessibility
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39.35%
22.26%
6.45%
6.45%
6.13%
4.19%
4.19%
2.26%
1.94%
1.61%
0.97%
0.97%
0.65%
0.65%
0.65%
0.32%
0.32%
0.32%
0.32%
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What would you change to improve the Retailing in Garforth?
1 = not a good idea - 5 = a great idea
off street parking space
a better mix of shops
parking on one side only
CCTV
public toilets
parking controls ( time limits)
restricted deliveries
more waste bins
shopper seating
weekly/Monthly market
a local shopper minibus
Pedestrianisation
Free WIFI on street
a dedicated website
a high street manager
Local business directory
street entertainment
shoppers' creche
0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

What I Like Best about Shopping Local
42.32%

convenience
23.19%

supporting the community
15.07%

choice of shops
10.14%

friendly service
5.22%

within walking distance
parking

2.32%

accessibility

0.87%

cost of shopping

0.58%

public transport

0.29%

We asked for your comments on What one improvement would make you shop more in Garforth and
What you like best about shopping locally?

See the responses in appendix G
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Amenities
We asked what amenities Garforth needs….

What leisure/community amenities does Garforth need
over the next 5 / 10 years?
improve existing parks
swimming pool
safe walking areas
leisure centre
New parkland
youth centres
accessible facilities
seniors centres
indoor community space
cycle paths
playground eqipment
sports pitches
outdoor arena
indoor arena
0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

What one amenity?

What one Amenity does Garforth definitely need?
Swimming Pool
Parking Solutions
Parkland/greenspace
sports Centre
Clinic
Sports pitches
Public Toilets
Youth Facilities
Police station
Shops
Entertainment
Other
Cinema
Community/Seniors Centres
Cycle Paths
Market
Better Library
Allotments
0.00%
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Section 4 – Lifestyle and Health

Do you/family use Garforth's Leisure
Centre?

Do you/family belong to any
clubs/groups who meet in
Garforth?

10%

Regularly
33%
57%

Yes
44%

Sometimes
Never

Do you/family use our greenspaces
(playgrounds, Barley Hill Park,
Glebelands and other open spaces)?

No
56%

Do you/family use our green
corridors (public footpaths, fly line,
Linesway)?

No
18%

21%
31%
Regularly
Sometimes
Never
48%

Yes
82%

We asked “Do you/family use our green corridors (public footpaths, fly line, Linesway)? If yes, which ones and for
what purpose?”
See appendix H for the responses

We asked “Do you/family belong to any clubs/groups who meet in Garforth? If yes, which ones?
See appendix I for the responses
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We asked about doctor and dentist waiting times…
Worst case - how many days wait for doctor's
appointment?

Do you have a Garforth based
doctor?
40.00%

no
2%

35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%

yes
98%

0.00%
1 day upto 2 upto 3 upto 4 upto 5 upto 7 upto upto
14
21

Do you have a Garforth based
dentist?

How many days to see a dentist?
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%

no
28%

20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
yes
72%

5.00%
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Finally we asked for another other comments……
Garforth's priority has to be the end of the erosion of all green and brown areas! Our infrastructure cannot
cope & that is affecting us all to the detriment. Please government build 3/4 new Milton Keynes & gave town a
village life back to everyone
A doctor at my practice, 2 weeks for an appointment for doctors or nurse!
Aberford rd will have a lot of problems once LIDL opened. Church lane and Main st have BIG problems with
traffic
Any changes to the infrastructure should always include new amenities when increasing housing stock.
Utilising brownfield sites should always be a priority before using any greenfield sites.
avoid doctors as unable to get an appointment. go to holland and barratt or local chemist for advice
Before building anymore houses sort out roads sewerage doctors clinics flooding etc
Being extremely selfish for Garforth the taxes raised should be spent in Garforth as a top priority. Most
certainly a local council is required with less influence from Leeds with whom the quality of service has
deteriorated over the years.
Car parks on Main St should be time limited. Many spaces taken up by people using trains and leaving cars
all day.
Civil enforcement officers need to have more power to deal with inappropriately parked vehicles eg those
completely obstructing footpaths or local residents access to driveways. It shouldn’t be necessary to have to
make this a police matter!
Could do with a public toilet in main street. We do not want any more houses in Garforth.
Could do with flats-retirement without the ground rent charge. Its cheaper to live in my house. A family could
have this but ground rent makes it more expensive.
could do with speed camera or flashing 40 sign on Wakefield Rd. Traffic lights at top of Main street very
hazardous
Cycle paths why would we need these when cyclist aready use the path !!! Gar forth needs better
infrastructure for every new house would equal 2 cars and 2 children atlas. son new schools drs,dentists and
a hospital would be good
Dental services are very poor (NHS) unless you go private.
The land opposite Panelite ( beyond Garforth CC) is unused and wasted. The football clubs (villa and rangers)
have no facilities - no access to changing rooms. Villa play on school pitches! Changing rooms at Glebelands
have become rugby only. Ex squash club is under funded, under used, not looked after and was 'saved' by
badminton . If you want to play 5-a-side had to go to Kippax
dentist was in Garforth but relocated to Rothwell
Doctor appointments vary with urgency ranging from immediate to 7 days
Doctors very good but again it is the same old story, Garforth facilities in the first instance should be for
Garforth people
double white lines on church lane to prevent permanent parking and aid traffic flow especially for buses and
ambulances for example
Drs appointment of 8 hours is if done online after 12.01 midnight
Effort has been made to create spaces for teenagers such as the skate park - but still find groups hanging
around playgrounds. More amenities for teens would be good.
extra housing out of the question unless a) Main ST seriously upgrades, another medical centre, another1118 school
Gar forth clinic needs to be reopened to provide local health services .Have the baby clinic relocated to free
up classroom space at garforth academy
Garforth consists of an aging population. A replacement for Garforth clinic is needed e.g. for warfarin, but also
for "baby clinic" if younger population is expected.
Garforth desparately needs affordable housing to keep families close together and enable today's working
youth to stand a chance of getting on the property ladder as well as giving a solid base for regular local
activities and friendships
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garforth had a nice mix of rural and urban, the developments will wreck the balance and garforth will just
become another subu.rban jungle
Garforth has lost its community feeling, we do not need all these extra houses unless they benefit Garforth
young people so they can live where they grew up
Garforth is a lovely place to live but we need to encourage more young families and also provide more
facilities for the many elderly people who live here.
Garforth is an optimum size. Future large scale building would spoil it.
Garforth is big enough already we need more countryside, green spaces, woodland. We DO NOT need more
houses, concrete or people!!!!
Garforth is getting gridlocked. Too many cafes, takeaways, charity shops. Nothing special or unique. Too
much traffic. We are already struggling with traffic. Feel we are populated enough.
Garforth people will have to have more say in the future running of its area. No people from outside of its area
should have the power
Garforth's priority has got to be to end erosion of all green and brown areas! our infrastructure cannot cope
and that is affecting us all to the detriment. Please Government build 3-4 new Milton Keynes and give town
and village life back to everyone
going back to a parish council
Good luck with making Garforth the best it can be.I would have liked to see the negatives for having a Parish
Council. I don't feel I can make a choice without that.
GP surgery Moorfield excellent with emergency appointments
Having read your leaflet I cannot believe Garforth does not have a parish council, the sooner this is changed
the better
How can you use people from other villages coming and parking in Garforth to use the train? More foot
policing at night. A new clinic in Main St. - use existing empty buildings - such a waste!
I am 82 years, quite fit, have a car and can walk but some days are unable to use either. A local mini bus just
travelling locally to shops etc would be great. It would be a great comfort as I get older.
I am 95yrs old so some of the questions are irrelevant
I am concerned at the quantity of new build in Leeds of such poor quality. I feel they add no value to Garforth
and we should invest more in community space/ projects instead
I book regularly
i need to move to Rothwell to be near family
I would like an exercise class for oldies, computer classes were closed to concentrate on young people. I
belong to u39 and Oulton Hall. I don't do crafts, bingo and what people think old people do. I am not an old
peoples centre person.
I would like to get on my bike more if there were cycle lane connection to the canal at woodlesford or some
other safe area to cycle
If new housing is to be built, planners need to put in separate drainage systems as current ones can't cope. I'd
be happy for "pockets" of Garforth to be developed if it meant preservation of historic greenbelt i.e. Parlington.
if possible do not add extra sewer pipes to existing sewer pipes that are overloaded every year
if rents in garforth main street were lower, main street shops would attract good retail, not chinese , indian
takeaways
If the Peckfield development goes ahead it will have to have its independence. New GP, primary and
secondary schools, shops, leisure facilities and public transport. Existing roads (A63) and M1 J47 are already
inadequate.
I'm fully in favour of more housing IF there is the FULL infrastucture to deal with it, but don't think there is yet.
The roads are crammed, the Academy is very oversubscribed, the surgery is desperately overstretched. The
Kippax clinic situation is a disaster ; but we all need somewhere safe to live.
In my 10 years here I have got to know very little about Garforth amenities. We need s CLEAR,
ILLUSTRATED INFO LEAFLET, with HELPFUL information about parks, paths, parking, groups, activities,
sports facilities, leisure centres, local events.
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In short, what is needed is a Milton keynes away from local towns and villages already overbuilt eg Micklefield
has rail and motorway facilities. at all cost protect the Wakefield Road green belt
Interesting survey - made us think. Unable to answer some questions as unsure if query is about respondans
"family" who are not currently living in Garforth but visit, or only concerning those who are occupying parents
house (which does not apply to us)
it is a balancing act maintaining garforths individual identity without all facilities being swamped with too much
population growth .A problem many communities have to grapple with !
It is a great place to live
It is sad the clinic closed down
It would be nice if LCC could let us at Church Gardens have more activites and have more of a say on the
upkeep of our gardens
It would be nice to have more seats on the lines path - a lot of people use that walk way and it would be nice
for somewhere to sit if needed, especially for the elderly etc.
Lack of good NHS dentists. Need more green spaces. Need to attract more independent, quality shops.
Leave greenbelt, farmland, trees and wildlife alone. No more development (we know this comment will not be
heeded)
Less development in Garforth. 200 in Ninelands Lane. Proposal for south of Selby Road - 200. More from the
water tower 2000 plus. Thought we were cutting down on pollution. NOT IN GARFORTH!!!!!!!!
Less expensive new houses. More affordable social housing. Road infrastructure review.
Library (not mentioned above) is critical. If local shops are to get more business then better parking at
locations up and down main street are needed for using many facilities. We would pay more council tax to
improve Garforth. Parking at Garforth station is hopeless and getting worse.
Lights at top of Main St need to be staggered. Too much parking in Main St. Buses struggle to get down. The
amenities are not enough now and that's without all the proposed houses that are to be built
Linesway not safe. Drug Users. Dog injured on glass/can. Other parts of countryside inaccessible. Lack of
things to do in Garforth. Perception - Garforth is an old persons town.
Love Garforth
Main concern is the number of new houses being planned with no apparent provision for better roads,
parking, schools, doctors, dentists and drainage/sewage
Main street is a nightmare for drivers. More houses will exacerbate problems. Littering increasing & fly tipping.
Bins ignored by culprits.
Main street needs cleaning daily ,fewer takeaways and fewer cafes ,fewer beauty shops .Empty shops could
be converted back into the original houses or used as offices
More local police needed. Less housing development. Better roads capacity. Improve parking management
around main street
More NHS facilities, multi function clinic, dentists, more doctors surgeries. More schools for older children
from 10/11 years onwards. If the housing is to increase so vastly a new stand alone village is a necessity.
More parking please and support for local shops. Less takeaway shops (food)
More parking spaces Garforth station. Reorganize parking on Main Street, gets badly congested now. Worried
about amount of housing planned around area.
More social facilities - gyms/swimming pools etc
My wife and i fully back a Parish council to take our own decisions ,we know locally and make it more
democratic
Need better roads. High street one side only parking. Church Rd no parking. Bridge near Podger pub
expanded to 2 lanes
Need more schools, doctors and better leisure facilities.
Need significant increase in amenities and independent shops. Amenities need to be subsidised to improve
health and wellbeing of area to reduce pressure on health
NO BUILDING ON GREENBELT MORE MEDICAL PROVISION + SCHOOLS. MORE LEISURE FACILITIES
ESPECIALLY FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
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no more housing. Roads cannot cope. Preserve green belt between Garforth & Leeds at all costs. Affordable
housing before any more expensive builds
No to the suggestion of a Parish Council
Nuisance with on street parking. Too many houses being built. Local clinic and police station closed. In time
there will be a shortage of school places for the children who live here.
On the whole Garforth is a lovely place to live near the countryside, shops Welfare Hall for functions. Too
many charity shops though and hairdressers and recently coffee shops and food has made Main Street very
very busy
Over 90 yrs old, so some difficulties due to old age.
Overall, bus services are acceptable but when you donot drive and a bus doesn't turn up at specified time and
you have to wait a further half hour and miss an appointment and have to explain why this is so annoying and
disrupts what you have planned to do that day
Parking Main Street each side is a hazard since Wetherspoons opened it is a nightmare getting through. It is
accidents waiting to happen. We have 3 car parks in Main Street let them use them with a time limit. Not all
day parking. If you have a mobility scooter we can't go on the pavement cars park with wheels on pavement
and on the road. Prams also have a job as well.
parking on our street is difficult compounded by Myrtle House B&B guests. Would like to see it permit only.
We live on Wakefield Road backing onto cyprus road, grove and terrace
Roads need improvement to cope with new houses on Stocks Blocks site and proposed Aberford housing
solve obstruction problems, especially for buses due to parking on Church Laneand Barley Hill Rd
sometimes with doctors you have to phone for 2-3 days consecutively before you can get an appointment. Its
very restrictive and very frustrating
Survey too long and complicated. New supermarket and shopping and public house on Aberford Rd may
cause havoc trying to exit Bar Lane - keen to see what benefits (if any) proposed traffic arrangements result
in.
Take into consideration population decrease in future years.
thanks for the survey, well thought out, good luck. we need a parish council, increased traffic is no.1 priority
especially in east Garforth
the doctors have been excellent since we moved here, most helpful and professional
The old people seem to take up early drs appointments when they have all day ,cant always get off work
.Church lane parking needs sorting >no new houses are needed in my opinion
The parking of cars, half on the pavement and street corners is a disgrace. The number of times I see people
with prams and the disabled having to walk on the road is not safe. Last week a woman drove partially on the
pavement and a child riding his bike would have been hit had he not stopped. It needs to be addressed before
someone is seriously injured or killed.
The proposed parish council would place an onerous cost on residents and would achieve nothing of benefit.
The roads around Garforth are terrible. Two icy crashes on A1m brought Garforth to a halt because we are on
the brink of saturation and any additional traffic grinds to a holt
There should be a traffic roundabout at the top of Main Street. Those faulty new flats should be demolished.
They have created a blind corner and a very dangerous pavement at the top right hand side. Don't don't know
how they got permission.
too many teenagers in Barleyhill park children's play
too much parking on church lane. very frustrating to drive along. also main street
Traffic in Garforth is horrendous. Any proposed building should include schools and road improvements
Unless something is done about parking Main Street shops will die out. People will go elsewhere.
Use John Smeaton Leisure Centre as there's a swimming pool, regularly
We do not need more housing in Garforth. The doctors and schools are overstretched as it is. The drainage
system would be affected as well. Ninelands lane is busy enough without extra housing - Let's also keep out
GREEN BELT!
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We have very few entertainment facilities for the young and teenagers. We must go to Castleford. We need to
put Garforth on the map so others come to us, this would be good for local businesses
we need a much larger doctors/dentist/clinic combined
What does it say about a community that attracts Wetherspoons, Bargain Booze plus other sundry junk food
outlets such as Greggs - What is next? How about a Yates Wine Lodge? The current drift is downwards.
Whichever idiot designed Main Street Road needs sacking cannot get through when vans buses stop seem to
have narrowed Main Street
with 2614 houses to build approx another 8,000 people the task and cost will be enormous even if you find the
space for all the facilities
Would like to see Garforth stay as a small community dont see the need for new houses etc which will add to
the existing infrastructure and cause more flooding and transport problems
would love a walking group, like those shown on the TV , perhaps the GPs would like to suggest one
Yes to Garforth own Parish Council
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Appendices
Appendix A - Has Garforth lived up to expectations and why?
Appendix B – Would you recommend Garforth and why?
Appendix C - Do you feel the health provision in Garforth for the present population is satisfactory?
Appendix D – Do you have any comments on the current education provision in Garforth and what we
need for future population growth?

Appendix E – Do you have any comments on local public transport services?
Appendix F – Do you have any comments on water quality, sewerage or flooding?
Appendix G - Retail Facilities Comments

Appendix H - Do you/family use our green corridors (public footpaths, fly line, Linesway)? If yes,
which ones and for what purpose?
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Appendix A - Has Garforth lived up to expectations and why?
Has Garforth lived upto expectations and why?
1st 40 years it did last 10years no
a nice friendly village but parking becoming difficult
A pleasant place to live . Spoilt by teenage drunkards.

All amenities you could wish for ! Train stations easy access to motorway! Schools ! Great local shopping facilities!
Always felt safe and local people friendly. Good schools and medical care.
Always, 4 generations of my family have lived in Garforthand I would never consider leaving
Amenities and facilities as expected. More crime than expected - drugs, vandalism etc
Better than Castleford, not too expensive as other convenient areas
Born here 50 years ago, still enjoy living here
Could do with a bit of medernising. Main St - more/different shops
Definitely. Great school, good local shopping district and excellent train links to Leeds.
Did do, but getting too big now. Lost its village feel
Did!!! Different types of shops. Too many eating places today.
done well considering LCC vandalism
Don't really have any expectations - always lived here. But good schools and travel links
Garforth has everything we've need except a swimming pool
Garforth has met our needs whilst being sufficiently close to Leeds.
Garforth is great for local amenities, shops, train stations, bus routes and parks however garforth is very over crowded, schools too full, too
many cars, m1 junction is a nightmare between 5pm and 6pm, too many migrants working on makins farm.
Garforth is where I've lived since about aged six. Have no expectations but stayed by choice.
Garforth may be a town but still has a village and community feel about it
Garforth was a lovely village when I was born and grew up here NOT any longer.
Garforth was a wonderful village now it has got too big and busy
Going down the pan now too many new houses and not enough choice of shops
good amenities, buses and trains
good bus and train services plus shops
good communications -road/ rail. Quiet estate
good mix urban & rural, benefit from being close to a city
Good shopping. Handy for medical needs.friendly people. Excellent bus and train service and handy for motorway. Good food outlets
including pubs. Excellent for schooling.
Good shops and transport
Good transport links, good schools, variety of shops, semi-rural
Good transport links. Low crime. Feel safe. High-street shops always improving.
Grown much too big, Main Street is a nightmare
have lived in Garforth 50 years and brought up a family, no desire to leave
have lived in Garforth all my life, facilities have improved over past 2/3 years
I didn't have any expectations
I was born her and wanted to move back
I was born here. Never wanted to move away.
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In the beginning it was in the country now I am in the middle of a housing estate
Increased population but feel it has reached saturation point
initially yes ,last 5 years no car parking is a nightmare too many houses causing flooding and drainage problems
It did but has now been ruined with over development
It did initially but has become overcrowded
It did originally but now its got too big and lots of problems
It did when first came now too built up

It did, because it suited my purposes for access around the UK by car and by train. It had a good primary school (East Garforth) which used
to be highly rated but has gone down hill; ditto the Comp! The GP was good; Main Street was OK; the Aagrah was good. In fact, it was a
nice place to live. But it has all turned into a bag of nails. Parking is now a nightmare (it didn't used to be) and simply confirms the failure of
LCC to make provision for the forecast increase in vehicles on the road. We now have large corporate outlets sprouting up in Main Street that
are damaging the footfall in our own local shops. I cannot get to them anyway as there is nowhere to park - especially as the Barley Hill Road
car park behind Ison Harrison is the preserve of JD Wetherspoon's whose punters fill the car park and leave their vehicles overnight! I used
easily to be able to see my GP but now I have to forecast in advance when I am going to be unwell otherwise I will be dead before the
surgery can fit me in. The traffic along Main Street is a total nightmare, and exacerbated by the roadside parking that has been provided out
of desperation on a narrow road that isn't suitable for double-sided parking. The added hazard of blonde bimbos in their Range Rovers (and
other 4x4s) who park along Main Street side is unacceptable given that they need to take a taxi to reach the pavement from their vehicle
because they cannot park their stupid thing. Did you know that Disabled Parking is actually reserved for blonde bimbos because the whole
world has to move aside to accommodate their arrogant egos that give them the divine right to do what they want? And, as for deliveries
being made by the most enormous juggernauts ....! And, God Bless LCC, because none of the parking restrictions are enforced by the wasteof-space traffic wardens and CSOs who toodle down the road in complete oblivion to the mayhem. Now, on top of this, LCC want to build
more housing that can only cause more misery for Garforth because the infrastructure is, as it stands, totally stuffed.
It has everything, just the right amount of local and larger shops for all your needs and very good transport links. It has everything I need or
within very easy reach.
It has so far. It has excellent transport links, a sense of community and facilities which just about match what is needed but could be
improved.
It has worsened over the years. There was a time when we had a large variety of shops on Main Street. Charity shops and cafes seem to make
up the majority of shops now.
it is like a village and people know each other
It used to, too many housing estates now
It's always been a convenient place to live in view of proximity to Leeds and good road links. It has a distinctive feel and there are good
facilities close by.
It's getting too big and in danger of losing individuality with the likes of Costa and Dominos.
It's grown for the better, but no needs to stop
I've never lived anywhere else so this is my expectation. However it is changing and becoming far too big for my personal likes
Largely, it's quiet but inadequate parking for Main St shops
Lovely suburb of Leeds with good transport links
mainly ,but needs better and social facilities
Mostly
Mostly. Find it quieter than expected in terms of events/activities, but come from Glasgow so to be expected.
Moved here for more schools back in the 90's ,lived up to expectations
Moved to area for work commute needs - met needs at that time
Neutral
no
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No
No - got burgled November 2016. First time in 27 years.
No - has become too urban

No - the 'outstanding' school we chose for our child has not lived up to expectations as class sizes are large and individual support is not
really available. The area does not appear to have improved as the high street doesn't offer much in terms of shops i'd use, there seems to be
more and more police sirens, road noise from the motorbikes is getting louder and louder, not enough carriages on the trains for commuting.
I'm planning on moving as after 15 years of living here I can't see it improving.
No - we are in our 70s and have known Garforth for 73 years. Was a village now a town.
No - we were attracted to Garforth by the schools for our children and the local shops.
No came here when it was a village, too much building taken place
No growing to big to fast not enough variety is shops don't need hair and estate shops
no it is a place for couples and young people - i have different interests
No its far too big I preferred it when it was a smaller community when I was younger!!!
No loss of local clinic ,choice of shopping is poor n too many charity shops an beutitians
No Main Street a mss traffic wise
No need more housing - garforth is growing and not enough homes for young people for first time buyers
No not really to over crowded needs to take a rest from house building
No police station closed to public fire station closed. Clinic closed
No sadly not. Not a good sense of community. Need more community events
No there is too much building not enough open spaces and sports facilities
No to many foreigners
No Too busy and over populated
No, because it is growing far too quickly and has lost it's village charm.
no, in recent years facilities have been cut, leisure and medical. Little investment in sports/parks
No, there has been far too much growth over the past 50 years
No, we were told it was a cultural desert 50 yrs ago and so it has proved.
No. Although growing very little for children such as swimming pool, cinema, entertaining,functioning organisations.
No. Always fighting developments for last 30 years.
No. Flooding problems. Poor soil.
No. Problems with parking and flooding.
No. The area cannot handle current traffic. Poor parking in Main Street. People parking on busy roads
No. There is a progressive general level of neglect.
no-lost the countryside between here and Leeds
not any more
Not now
not now
Not now. It's too big

Not sure of question. If my expectation or aspirations as a community/ sense of community spirit/ community voice, services, infrastructure,
supporting a thriving independent businesses, entrepreneurship and a vibrant modern culture... no. It's a safe town, with good schools,
reasonably affordable housing and lots of potential but it's lacking direction and at somewhat of a crossroads.
now too busy and overcrowded, parking is a nightmare especially at the station
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Originally yes now no as too many houses, too much traffic and fewer shops
Pleasant environment good local amenities and good transport links
Pleasant village near to country and motorways.
Provides most of the family needs
Quality house, nice neighbourhood, good standard of living
satisfactory
Seems okay. Parking horrific though as visitors use Main Street shopping.
self sufficient town with almost all required facilities, good transport links
Semi rural location outside major built up area.
Shops improved and transport good apart from Garforth station needs a step free access to other platform
Small town
Small town feel, sense of community, good transport links
Some things have. Easy to reach most places.
Sometimes
sufficient facilities for my requirements
Super place friendly people good shops and schools
too much traffic at peak time. Too many takeaways and charity shops
Too much traffic on roads, particularly Church Lane and Bar Lane, sometimes difficult to get out
train station,shops/restaurants
transport good, no swimming pool,poor for shopping, car parking on Main Street hopeless
Until recently. Good schools, healthcare. Variety of shopping and parking.
until recently. Main st is like an obstacle course
up to present yes,but that will depend on the increased housing facilities
Used to be good, now too busy and congested
Was a village when I moved here aged 11 yrs. Been happy and content here.
was rural countryside
We moved when children went to Garforth Comp
We weren't sure what to expect but we're very happy here
Well enough. I need the green spaces and trees I had before I moved.
When I moved to Garforth it had everything now Main St is a shadow of its former self
Yes
Yes

yes
yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
Yes
Yes - friendly town seperate from Leeds
Yes - Good transport links, good schools, local shops, good public transport
Yes - great location with excellent transport links, lots of community activity, a good community spirit, and lots going on.
Yes - having returned to Garforth from Bridlington I love living here as I did from 1971- 1979
Yes - never expected much apart from a good school and good transport links
Yes - picked a house with a large garden and fields to rear and safe.
Yes - quiet , orderly peaceable
No - amenities too far away, no information.
Yes - shops and transport to hand
yes - until recent plans to build 1000's of houses nearby
Yes - we chose Garforth for the excellent transport links to the M1 and direct train to Manchester station
yes ,good neighbours good selection of shops
yes ,great community spirit.good local facilities e.g. main street shops library
yes ,very happy here ,no problems
Yes : has amenities and shops and easy access to main roads.
yes a good all round small town
Yes A nice varied community
yes a very active social life
yes access to rail and road links
Yes all we want /need on Main Street
Yes and no the infrastructure is getting overloaded
Yes and no, good transport, community but poor amenities
Yes and no, more independent shops good, could be developed further
Yes at first now its getting too big.
Yes at the time (1968) it was outside LCC control and an element of country
Yes because education standards and most facilities have been maintained or improved

Yes because it is a community where you can get everything you need, if you want to - you don't need to shop, visit drs etc elsewhere
yes because it still has green belt land
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Yes because of its loacation
Yes because when we moved here it was a new green belt development and is still a small community.
yes brilliant family place
yes bus, train travel, shops etc
Yes but expectations are low
YES BUT HAS DETERIORATED SINCE WE MOVED HERE 17 YEARS AGO
yes but I do not like the way Garforth is changing
yes but it is changing due to population and traffic growth
Yes but it is outgrowing itself
yes but the overbuilding and sharp increase in traffic is spoiling the town
yes but too crowded now and too many take aways
yes close to but not too close to leeds great for schools and transport

yes convenient for doctors, detist, options buses, trains
yes convenient to motorways hospitals supermarkets schools
Yes for all the early years, but now it is changing and not for the better.
Yes friendly people with British values
Yes friendly small convenient and many things I need
Yes good amenities and schools
yes good community, good bus/train service, adequate local shops. Med centre and library within walking distance
Yes good facilities especially transport
Yes good facilities handy for Leeds good transport links good schools
Yes good schools and shops and so near countryside. Good community spirit
yes good shops, public transport, schools
yes good transport links bus service, trains
Yes had a milk round 11yrs and then off-licence 10yrs
yes i like the area
Yes in some ways
Yes it is a small town and therefore enables people to get to know each other
yes -lived here most of my life has a pleasant feel to it still rural beyond boundary
yes local amenities
yes lovely community and amenities
yes lovely community with nearby countryside and fields
Yes lovely place to live
yes lovely quiet safe village with local amenities.
Yes lovely safe place to live with easy access to the city
yes plenty of amenities but too many houses
yes schools
Yes since 1969. all amenities, housing, proper footpaths/roads improved, shopping, health centres, aprkingare all up to modern standards to
reflect changes to area
yes trains and schools
Yes until recently as it is now getting more crowded and cluttered by cars parked in silly half sized car parking spaces either side of Main
Street.
yes we are very happy with our town.lived here 18yrs have very friendly neighbours.shortcoming no extra parking since 1970s
Yes, all facilities within walking distance
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Yes, but quality of housing and retail is reduced
Yes, children received good education. Public transport available, local shops and NHS dentist.
Yes, compact, individual community with good transport connections.
yes, convenient transport links to rest of UK & local services
Yes, easy access to motorways and work. Train into Leeds.
Yes, facilities, close to motorway network, community and countryside
Yes, friendly family location
Yes, good mix of properties and shops
Yes, good road and transport amenities
yes, good schooling, good transport, low crime rate
Yes, good schools for my children growing up, parks, community spirit, Lions
Yes, Good schools, good transport links
Yes, good schools, good transport, friendly community
yes, good schools, transport. Rural, near motorways, community spirit
Yes, good shopping area and reasonable parking.
yes, good shops, good roads, good schools, low crime
Yes, good shops,banks etc and transport - buses, trains
yes, good transport links to Leeds, good shopping&eating out
Yes, great schools and lovely rural environment
Yes, handy for shops, doctors etc. Friendly people.
yes, has everything you need and not far from everywhere
YES, HAS HAD GOOD SCHOOLS AND SERVICES AND FRIENDLY CONSIDERATE COMMUNITY, HOWEVER IS GOING
DOWNHILL DUE TO LOCAL PLANNING DECISIONS AND INCONSIDERATE PARKING, AND LACK OF A POLICE PRESENCE.
Yes, I grew up here and we moved back for the schools which are very good.
Yes, it has a good community and good transport links. Local shops are adequate. The library and one stop shop being together is a good
idea.
Yes, it has everything we need and we are happy here.
Yes, it has good schools at present
Yes, it is reasonably crime free and has good transport connections
Yes, it provides for my day to day need - Shops for food. Chemist and Doctors
Yes, it was countryside
Yes, it’s a lovely area to live with a very friendly community.
Yes, it's a nice place to live with good transport connections
Yes, it's a pleasant place to live with good transport links
Yes, it's close proximity to Leeds, York and good transport links
Yes, known before we moved here through family residents
Yes, Lived here over 30, 40 and 70 years. Perfect for our needs.
Yes, local amenities and good transport links
yes, local amenities, good community, great transport links
Yes, local amenities, schools and still close to open countryside plus train/bus links
yes, lovely community and amenities
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YES, LOVELY TOWN WITH NICE COUNTRYSIDE AND EXCELLENT TRANSPORT LINKS
yes, low crime rate and close to station
yes, more things going on
yes, near the shops
yes, nice rural area
Yes, nice size town, everything you need close by. Nice area, great transport links, close to Mum.
Yes, pleasant environment good transport links, compact community
yes, pleasant town easy reach of leeds yet good facilities and access to city
Yes, quiet
Yes, quiet and relatively crime free. Good schools.
yes, quite, calm, self sufficient, clean, well respected area
Yes, road/rail connections, schools, social amenities
Yes, semi-rural
Yes, small town in green belt

Yes, the scale is good in terms of community, public transport options are very good and retail and leisure options also. Access to the
countryside is immediate and we value the options for cycling available from here as well as proximity to Lotherton and Temple Newsam.
Transport options mean it is a good place for young people growing up as it enables independence.
yes, transport links, shopping(food) fairly crime free
Yes, up to now! It was a lovely, rural community - friendly
Yes, very convenient for shops and transport. People are very friendly. It’s clean!!
yes, was rural but now suburbia, preferred rural
Yes, we moved from a busier part of Leeds and have enjoyed the semi-rural setting.
Yes, we moved here for a garden, friendly Main Street, transport links, locality to countryside and schools at an affordable price. We've got
that!
Yes, while it is outside of Leeds City Centre it is close enough for ease of work, public transport & road links
yes,but only for the caliber of school and general amenities i.e. Train but not the sporting facilities
yes,good transport links
Yes. A quieter place than Headingley. Liked the country area
Yes. Always lived here or had family here so know!
Yes. But not happy about the scheme to build more houses. All facilities and roads can't cope now, so what will happen with another 2500
houses?
Yes. Convenient transport links.
Yes. Current infrastructure sufficient for current housing.
Yes. Everything is conveniently located
Yes. Feels a good area safe pleasant but too many changes on Main Street.
Yes. Friendly area with good transport links to the city centre
YES. FRIENDLY. GREAT COMMUNITY. LOTS TO DO. PLENTY OF LOCAL SHOPS.
Yes. Full range of facilities eg schools, good bus and rail links + road access, doctors/dentist, shops, leisure, cafe's/pubs, takeaways etc.
Yes. Good commuter area for Leeds and surrounding motorways
Yes. Good local amenities and transport links.
Yes. Good local shopping centre and transport links.
Yes. Good mix of housing and shops and road links and countryside.
Yes. Good neighbours. Good schools. Good rail, road, cycling and walking links.
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Yes. good place to raise a family. Good schools, friendly people, safe. Good transport links. part of Leeds but not too close. Poor sports
facilities and greenspace.
Yes. good schools and friendly people
Yes. Good schools, transport, amenities and has an identity apart from Leeds.
Yes. Good shopping, easy parking, good bus service, good train service
Yes. Good transport links. Enough activities. Good variety of shops.
yes. great schools and facilities
Yes. House prices
Yes. I like that it is family focused
Yes. It has an identified community
Yes. It is quiet, pleasant, not industrialised. It is not particularly cosmopolitan.
Yes. It’s generally a quiet place to live but with lots of amenities
Yes. Its far enough from Leeds to have its own identity but close enough to Leeds to be benefit from its facilities
Yes. It's quieter than the city centre
Yes. Kids had a good education and a nice place to live (WAS)
Yes. local amenities and flat road links
Yes. Lots of amenities, good schools, good transport links
Yes. Lovely safe community. Semi rural setting.
Yes. Nice area. Good people
Yes. Plenty to do, everything on our doorstep.
Yes. Quiet (most of the time). Good access to GPs, shops, transport.
Yes. Reasonably priced housing and good transport links
Yes. Schools, great main street, public transport, motorway network,
yes. schools, transport links and amenities
Yes. The Comprehensive School (Academy) was ideal for my daughter and I also worked there.
Yes. Train stations, wood areas. Good schools, good transport links.
Yes. Transport and other amenities plus the countryside
Yes. Transport Road and Rail
Yes. Was a quiet and pleasant place to live.

yes. we moved for the excellent transport links and schools. The train and road access make it one of the most convenient places in leeds to
live. The schools are all of a good quality and the area has a nice mix of people. The main street also provides a nice mix of retailling
although there is a clear need/ability to develop this further if the right plan was put in place. Garforth would do well to promote itself as a
place to live rather than appearing too insular and unwelcoming of development. It does sometimes appear like garforth just wants to keep
itself a secret little place that doesnt welcome new people or business.
Yes..rural town but easy to commute from it to work
Yes.We wanted to purchase a house near a station to commute to work
Yes/ less crime than Leeds
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Appendix B – Would you recommend Garforth and why?
Amenities
amenities and flat road links
As above need more parking
as above, additional housing would increase pressure on services and increase crime to the area with social housing
As above, good community spirit - not just a suburb of Leeds
At present I would but only if it remains as it is - no building!
big enough but not too big
born here
can't answer
Convenience, transport links, affordable housing, good community and varied environment.
Definitely, still a fantastic place to live where the majority of people care
Definitely, we live in an area where 95% of the community care
Depends on the plans for the next ten years
Depends on what you are looking for.
Don't know
excellent schools and transport links
Far enough outside Leeds to be peaceful and good amenities.
Feel safe living her. A good locality to live.
for heighbourliness
For someone looking for somewhere quiet to live
For the same reason that I gave in 2.15.
friendly
friendly atmosphere, shops, ban, post office and public transport - buses/trains
Friendly, handy for motorway cars, trains or buses
Garforth has everything that is needed for modern living
Good bus services, 2 train stations. Close to motorways. Good schools. Close to countryside
good community and facilities
Good community and welcoming
good facilities, nice estates
Good for families. Good community.
GOOD FOR YOUNG FAMILIES AND COMMUTING TO LEEDS BUT LACKS SOUL, COMMUNITY AND ANY INDIVIDUAL
IDENTITY
Good local shopping and transport
Good schools
good schools, transport. Rural, near motorways, community spirit
Good schools/good easy motorway links/trains(regular) to Leeds
good shops, public transport, schools
Good transport connections, local businesses and schools
good transport links bus service, trains
Good transport links for workers.
good transport links, 2 train stations and good schools
Good transport links, handy shops on main street, pretty quiet and low crime
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good transport links, schools, shops
Good transport links. Low crime. Feel safe. High-street shops always improving. Great library. Nice people.
great place to bring up a family
Handy for rail networks, motorways. Variety of local shops, library
I enjoy living here. It works for me.
I would have at one time to busy
I would only recommend Garforth if we do not build any more houses.
I would recommend pointing out the above
In the past, now needs garforth people more say
it depends who to, its fairly safe but not very interesting
it is a community where you can get everything you need, if you want to - you don't need to shop, visit drs etc elsewhere.and it has
excellent public transport links and access to the countryside
It used to be a nice place to live.
Its ideal for young and old
Maybe, good transport links
Neutral
Nice town
No
No
No
No
no
No
No - crime rate
No - Going down the pan now, too many houses and not enough choice of shops
No - has become over built and due to get worse - traffic problems
no - proposed over population/ new housing volume/danger to infrastructure
No - the local shops have been lost and replaced by coffee shops. The continuous residential building in and around Garforth without
any increase in infrastucture results in difficulty parking and no leisure facilities for children etc.
no , proposed over population, new housing volume/danger to infrastructure
no already overpopulated
No because it is getting full up and is too busy for the infrastructure.
no because of the previous comment
No full up no extra services
No not now too busy
No not now. Too many houses too few amenities.
No poor infrastructure and services
no roads are congested ,main street a mess gp appointments difficult to get
no strating to get overcrowded. car parks should be shopper car parks ie 50p for 2 hrs
no too much housing development planned and roads too busy
No would have at one time parking in Main Street is appalling
No, because everything will get worse!
No, because I feel in a few years it will be too populated and you won't be able to go anywhere without being stuck in traffic
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no, becoming a concrete jungle with no redeeming features of the rural mix town
No, Garforth is now at full capacity, any more development in the area will change its character and have a negative effect on the whole
area.
No, its a place for young people not the elderly!!
NO, NOW JUST PART OF EAST LEEDS, IT HAS LOST ITS IDENTITY,
No, waiting times for GP to long. Main street is dirty
No. All of the above changed.
No. Because that would mean building more houses for new incomers
No. Becoming a suburb. I don't want to encourage more people, facilities are stretched.
No. Far too big and not enough amenities.
No. It is expanding too much and too quickly
No. It is too big, too many people. Lost the village atmosphere.
No. Lack of infrastructure for the size of the town.
Not any more. Too busy and not enough services for the number of residents
Not at the moment as no developments
not now
Not now if you want peace and quiet
Not sure
Not sure
not sure now
not sure with planned increase in housing
Not until a number of overloaded issues are addressed eg flooding, sewage, schools, doctors etc.
only for motorway links
Only if traffic problems addressed - also sewage system.
Originally yes, but not with latest developments
Other former work makes moved here an much prefer other Leeds areas.
Overall no.
Pleasant area to live
Plenty of amenities, excellent transport links, friendly.
plenty of transport, train, buses, motorway
Probably for the schools
Probably not as above, also, sports centre only open part - time. We pay a lot to LCC and seem to get so little
res
Rural town which is easy to commute to work from
shops good but variation. better parks are good. A larger area with trees, flowers, benches etc possibility
Small enough to have a sense of local community but large enough to have a wide range of local facilities
Small friendly walkable many wants covered
sufficient facilities so far
the only reason anyone comes - the secondary school
The people of Garforth are generally friendly & welcoming

To live, no. I don't believe the town can support the growing population. Aside from the small groups within Garforth, there feels to be a
real lack of pride in our town, or sense of ownership/voice. There is a sense of being resigned to whatever happens and for Garforth to
be simply 'ok' and drift. To drift will lead to a downward trend I feel and yet the perception is that residents on the whole don't feel
empowered to make Garforth great or dare I say it care to do anything about it.
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to the right people
transport links,choice of eating places
Transport services good. Trains to Leeds-York-Manchester. Regular bus to Leeds. Shops good
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
Yes
yes
Yes
yes
Yes - amenities, schools, close to open countryside, train/bus links
Yes - Good schools and travel links
yes - good transport links, good schools, variety of shops, semi-rural
Yes - good transport links, schools, shops, pubs.
Yes - great location with excellent transport links, lots of community activity, a good community spirit, lots going on, generally
affordable.
Yes - great place to live for young families and the older generation
yes - it is still a nice place to live overall and still has a community feel
Yes - nice people, good shops. Is already congested though.
Yes - see above and it also has a good range of houses to attract people of all age groups.
yes ,because of the schools
Yes ,great road,rail and schools
yes amenities. shops good
Yes and more so if we declared independence from Leeds.
yes and no if HS2 goes through it
Yes as above and a good mix of people
Yes as above and schools
Yes as long as it doesn't increase by much more and leave Green Belt land
Yes because it a friendly nice area, good schools shops housing stock
Yes because there is a variety of housing to choose from
yes because you are near shops and able to catch a bus

Yes but but with reservations as it is now becoming overcrowded with no additional provision for car parking to handle the enlarging
community. There are also no public toilet facilities in Garforth to cope with an increasing amount of shoppers. When I first moved here
there were some at the top of Main Street but they have long gone.
yes but now with reservations. friendly town, close to motorway
yes but only certain areas. local shops, access to Leeds
yes close to countryside and amenities
yes close to rail and motorways
yes easy access to leeds and motorways
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Yes for a suburban life
Yes for schools, sense of safety, transport links. No for Indie businesses as not enough.
Yes for young families as plenty of schools, trains & buses. I moved from a 3 bed house to bungalow.
yes friendly
yes friendly and more chances of jobs for my family
yes garforth is an excellent place to live and bring up family. The local ammenities, however, do need to move with the times and
improving the leisure facilities and business opportunites is not always a bad thing.
Yes good rail and road networks
Yes good school and transport links
Yes good schools, village feel, transport links
yes good shops and walks
yes got most things you need
yes great access to groups, community, library,shops,schools
Yes I would but it is expanding hugely but the services are not keeping up.
yes if still working it is a good centre with good transport
yes it is a friendly town with the majority being genuine people
Yes it is a pleasant place to live and people are friendly
yes it is a very nice area
Yes it is still a nice place to live.
Yes locality relatively crime free
yes location, facilities
Yes nice to see empty shops full even if by chains eg subway costa
Yes particularly because of the Main Street - a great public area well supported and very friendly
Yes pleasant area to live in.
Yes quite pleasant appearance. Good bus and train services, library and medical facilities.
Yes safe clean close to Leeds city centre
Yes the reason as above
yes town meets countryside, very good transport networks,laid back residential accommodation
yes trains and schools
Yes, all the above plus continuous improvements e.g. restaurants now.

Yes, as mentioned above it has very good transport links and is sufficiently seperated from the inner city of Leeds, so your not too far
away if you need to go into Leeds but you've also got loads of greenfield sites to see nature right on your doorstep. Plus most people are
friendly and it has low crime rates. Plus it has an extraordinary amount of pubs, my favourite is The Podger :)
Yes, because I like it and don't have any problems with it
Yes, because it has good schools at present
Yes, because of amenities and access to motorway. No, because it is becoming claustrophobic with homes and cars
Yes, but the area seems to be expanding rapidly.
Yes, calm, under control, some friendly folks.
Yes, countryside is close around the town
Yes, depends what they're looking for
Yes, easy access to Leeds and York on train, bus
Yes, facilities, close to motorway network, community and countryside
Yes, for all the above options
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yes, for all the above reasons
YES, FOR ALL THE REASONS ABOVE PLUS SCHOOLS
Yes, for all the reasons above.
Yes, for the above
Yes, for the reasons above
Yes, for the same reasons as 2.15.
yes, friendly, safe, good road links, schools, local amenities
yes, good amenities
Yes, good amenities and transport links. Nice tidy place to live.
yes, good local walks & countryside nearby, friendly people, good schools
Yes, good shops and transport links but 5 mins away from open countryside.
Yes, good transport links, friendly and pleasant place to live, good amenities
Yes, good transport system and reasonable house prices
Yes, great for young families
Yes, -great place to bring a family up
Yes, great schools, transport and safe
Yes, great town with good facilities
Yes, if you don't need a car
yes, it has a good community spirit but it won't if it gets bigger
Yes, it has so many great facilities and a community spirit.
Yes, its a compact and friendly place to live, irt caters for all walks of life
Yes, it's a safe mostly friendly place to live
Yes, my home town. Good transport links, low crime rate, not in Leeds
Yes, nice area, good transport, shops, pubs,cafes in walking distance
Yes, nice place to live, convenient for travel
Yes, not suburban
YES, NOT TOO BIG AND NICELY CUT OFF BY COUNTRYSIDE FROM LEEDS
yes, not too quiet, not too loud
Yes, people are friendly and helpfull
Yes, quiet
yes, self sufficient town with almost all required facilities, good transport links
yes, shops and transport links
Yes, shops and transport links
yes, transport links, shopping(food) fairly crime free
Yes. (as above). Also family friendly atmosphere, little crime, so residents feel secure
Yes. A semi-countrified suburb
Yes. Access to motorways and transport
Yes. Amenities not too bad. Easy commute. Good schools
Yes. Area town and countryside and pleasant folk.
Yes. as above. good transport links
yes. close to amenities and countryside. Good motorway access
Yes. Easy access trains buses. Quite friendly.
Yes. Enjoyable living and facilities.
Yes. Excellent schools, good links to M-way and train, friendly community and lots to do.
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Yes. Family friendly great community.
Yes. For the reason above and close to the countryside.
Yes. Friendly place to live, leisure facilities, clubs, brownies, guides, cubs, scouts, football, rugby, churches.
Yes. GARFORTH has the wonderful community hub on Main Street, people are friendly, the crime rate is relatively low and I enjoy
volunteering in community projects.
Yes. Generally a friendly, quiet place
Yes. Generally pleasant area.
Yes. Good comunity + schools + Main St shopping + surrounded by countryside + motorway access
Yes. Good neighbours. Good schools. Good rail, road, cycling and walking links.
Yes. Good place to live. Good transport links. Good school.
Yes. Good schools, transport, amenities and has an identity apart from Leeds
Yes. Good sense of community especially with events like feastival and strong local Councillors.
Yes. Good transport links
Yes. Its a central town with good amenities & public transport. Lovely people.
Yes. Local facilities are good.
Yes. Location, town centre, train station, accessibility, community and schools
Yes. Low crime rate, no significant social problems.
Yes. Many community activities, pleasant area, good communications
Yes. Nice area, good schools and public transport
yes. nice place to live and handy for all amenities
Yes. Rail connections and everything you need in Main Street.
Yes. Reasons above. Also, relatively safe area with low crime.
Yes. Safe. Excellent schools. handy for motorways. Nice people.
Yes. Schools are good, nice village centre and decent rail link
Yes. Schools, trains, bus services, shops.
Yes. Still a decent area although getting too busy.
Yes. The above. Pleasant location.
Yes. Transport and other amenities plus the countryside
Yes. Transport network. Schools.
Yes. Well positioned for working in Leeds yet close to countryside.
Yes.Lovely sense of community, lovely neighbours,has a station,good motorway access, good selection of shops, low crime rate
Yes/NO good for commuting to leeds/York/selby. don't want town to get too busy
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Appendix C - Do you feel the health provision in Garforth for the present population is satisfactory?
absolutely not enough provision
Absolutely not!
Adequate
As far as my doctor goes no problem as yet !
at limit
At the moment
Can never get an appointment when you need one.
Certainly not
Coming under increasing strain due to increased demand
Could be better. Dentistry often cancel. Doctor don't offer weekends.
Currentlhy yes but its starting to be under pressure.
currently stretched

Definitely not
Doctors seem stressed!
Doctors surgeries are much too busy
Don't know
don't know
excellent
Excellent GP. Dentist shortage
excellent
for now yes just, but when all the new thousands of houses are build not going to be enough
For our needs, yes
Garforth is ageing in population & sadly lacking in clinic facilities
Garforth medical Centre is at full stretch
Garforth needs a new clinic
Generally yes in my experience ,but could do with clinic reopening and made a drop in centre for advise/emergencies
Getting busier will need more of everything
Good
Hard to get early drs appointment without booking weeks in advance
Having only just returned to Garforth May 2016 I can't really say
I ahven't had any problem with health provision
I have no issues with it
I think healthcare is just marginal
Inadequate
insufficient doctors appointments
It doesn't grow in tandem with the population & is also lacking its own Clinic
It’s stretched to capacity
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its on the brink and struggling to cope
Just
Just about
lack of an NHS dentist
larger health clinic or walk in center would work better
Loss of clinic was sad.
Maybe. But no if extra housing is going ahead
My sense is only just, if population grows we will definitely need more health provision
need more dentist spaces
need more doctors, dentist, opticians and bus services
Need more NHS dentist places
need more services
Need to grow with housing development
No - Appointment to see a Doctor occasionally 1 week typically 2 weeks. You cannot plan 2 weeks in advance when you are going to
be ill
No - Clinic on Lidgett lane has closed.
No - closing of clinic
No - in particular warfarin since Garforth Clinic closed.
No - it is at capacity and the clinic has been closed, forcing people to go to other clinics outside Garforth. A town of this size should
have its own facilities.
no - lack of clinic
no - needs increasing
No - too hard to see a doctor, too reliant on online bookings.
NO ,because some people have to travel to Kippax for the clinic and for blood tests . Also for one of the drs people have to drive to
Aberford surgery to see a garforth GP
No because there is not enough doctors
No can't get appointments
No clinic
no- clinic closed and not enough doctors
No difficult to get Doctors appointments
no garforth clinic closing is ridiculous
No Garforth needs its own clinic
No Garforth too large and cannot support more people
No most times you cannot get an appointment when you need it.
no need more nhs dentists
No need more!

No NHS dentist spaces, long doctors waiting list
no not enough doctors
No the problem with Garforth is too many outsiders use our facilities
No you can never get appointments
No you struggle to get an appointment these days
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No! Takes too long to get Drs appointment
No, Additional Doctors surgery required.
No, almost at full capacity
No, because of recent clinic closure
No, but this is a national problem.
no, clinic closed & doctor's appointment not easy
No, clinic closed, no other.
no, clinic recently closed , remaining clinic overcrowded and no parking (we go to Kippax)
No, getting appointments can be difficult
no, GP surgery needs relocating for increased population in area
No, more doctors and dentists are required
No, more doctors needed
NO, never appointments at Doctors
No, the doctors seems very stretched. It's a long wait for non emergency appts
no, too few doctors practices, and no nearby nhs drop in centre
no, too many outsiders using our facilities
No, usually takes a week for an appointment.
No, we have to fight for a GP appointment and the clinic closure is abominable.
no,all feeling the pressure of growing numbers
No.
No. A clear policy of running services down is being pursued.
no. clinic being closed, waiting times for doctors appointments
No. Doctors are finding it hard to supply us with availability already
No. Inadequate clinics now which can only worsen
no. medical centre is over whelmed
No. Need council care homes.
No. Needs more provision, especially if expansion of housing stock is mode
No. no clinic, not enough doctors
No. Not keeping up with the many more people living here
No. The clinic should not have been closed. If new houses are built, how will the Kippax clinic cope. Parking there also very bad.
No. Too long a waiting lists and practices appear to be too stretched to provide a good service.
No. Too long to wait for doctors appointment
No. Unhappy re loss of Garforth Clinic and impact on people with long term conditions that need managing.
No. We need more.
No. We've been on a waiting list for a Garforth dentist for two years.
nope
Not at all
Not at all - along with the rest of the country!
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not at all - been here 2.5 years and still can't get a dentist
Not at all. Closure of clinic was deplorable.
not enough doctors
not enough knowledge to make any decision
Not for the future, just about coping at present
not known
Not now Garforth has lost the clinic
Not really
Not since clinic closure
Not sure
Not sure for everyone. But our Doctor/Nurse and Dentist are good.
now fairly satisfactory -future!!!!!!
ok but any more houses it will be overrun
Only just
Only just
Only just
Only just.
pity the clinic closed
Possibly, but there can be problems getting appointments quickly
probably adequate at present, cannot sustain growth in population
Probably near the limit
probably not as population is ever increasing
probably not as population is ever increasing
Provision is stretched with long waits for appointments at doctors and dentists
Satisfactory for me so far, not sure for others
Satisfactory now but worried about the future.
Seems quite good at our doctors' surgery
Some people seem to struggle to get GP appointments at the larger practice.
struggling for dentists nhs
they are if you can get an appointment
too busy at doctors
waiting time for doctor's appointments too long
Yes - but i rarely use the services so don't have any problems when i do need an appointment
Yes - for me
Yes at the moment
yes but a capacity. needs a clinic
Yes but always need extra available for growing new residents
yes but at full capacity
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Yes but cannot take any more
Yes for the current population
Yes for us not for everyone
Yes we do
Yes, but becoming overstretched
Yes, but only just
Yes, can get an appointment when required
Yes, though I go elsewhere for dentist as quality isn't good.
Yes, unless more houses are built
Yes.
Yes. But maybe more NHS dentists
Yes. If Kippax, Gibson Lane surgery included
Yes. We get seen quickly at the doctors, especially if it's for the kids.
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Appendix D – Do you have any comments on the current education provision in Garforth and what we
need for future population growth?
A Grammar school
Academy may not have capacity for the population
Additional primary and High Schools
Additional school places will be required as housing stock increases.
Adult evening classes wouldl be great.
again too mny outsiders using our fantastic schools which means that Garforth residents who have paid a lot of money for the postcode can't get their
children into our schools. will need doctors and clinic
All our local primary schools are over subscribed which makes me nervous about getting a local school for my son. I would be very worried about the
impact new homes would have without a new primary school
All seem to be good primary and secondary education
Another secondary school, and improved facilities at the existing schools
Any increase needs healthcare facilities and school places as the houses are built.
As few as possible. Plenty of brown field sites available
At capacity
Barely adequate now - inadequate if new build allowed
Believe current provision is satisfactory for the population but won't be suitable if more homes are built. Q population increase: Better drainage required
- new homes should not "tap into" current overloaded systems.
better road capacity
Better roads doctors clinic
Bigger high school or second one
Bigger high school, another primary on new housing estates
Build more houses plus shopping centres
Can only guess - seems adequate. What spare capacity does Garforth Academy have?
Capacity at the academy
classes are full, where will all the new kids go?
we need better/wider roads in and out
Clearly there will be a need for more school provision.
Current provision is full. More schools needed if housing developments go ahead.
Current provision is good. Worried about the provision due to the amount of new homes planned and school being overloaded and deteriorating.
Additional or expanded school facilities are needed.
Currently a good standard but will need expansion in all types to meet growth
Currently over subscribed and mixed in standard. An additional high school and primary schools are needed if Garforth is set to grow.
Currently we have amazing full schools where I envisage my 6 year old will go up to Garforth Academy with her friends but if there is this much
planned growth in Garforth this may not happen
Depends on increase - if small, ok - if large , schools, doctors etc.
don't need a population increase
Education facilities are good presently for the current population
Expansion of garforth academy
Extra services in place before building starts
For the House building plans new Schools would be required.
Garforth Academy is the draw. It needs to be expanded and priority access given to Garforth junior schools.
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Garforth Academy was built to accommodate 1,000 pupils. It currently has 2,000 on the roll. To accommodate the projected 3,000+ new houses, with
potentially 3-6,000 new children, Garforth will need at least another high school, standalone sixth form provision and several primary schools/preschools.
Garforth children need to be able to attend schools in Garforth not sent else where
Garforth Comprehensive is too small to accommodate children from smaller villages nearby
Garforth needs an additional primary and secondary school!!
Garforth needs more schools if we are building more houses for families
garforth schools are being overrun by non-Garforth children - primary and secondary schools
Sports facilities are poor for an area this large football, rugby etc Teams should have dedicated ground and changing facilities
Garforth schools are good but will not cope with all the extra children all these new houses would generate
Garforth schools should be for garforth residents and not other areas. People pay a lot for the garforth postcode and then their children can't get into the
schools. needed for population increas - doctors, schools, clinic
good
good at present but may soon need further 11-18 provision not 11 - 16
good schools but if more houses built more schools or extended
good we need more parking for main street
Good, for Leeds. Better roads

Great Academy but increasingly short of funds e.g. no A level provision for modern foreign languages, music, further maths/tech. Reduced number of
teachers, increased number of responsibilities.
Q population increase: More housing, affordable, where there is strong infrastructure to support it. More parking, clinic, baths.
great schools but can be full to capacity due to those from kipper and the surrounding areas coming to the schools.
Haven't lived here long enough to judge. Will need better infrastructure, already problems with inadequate drainage and space in schools
heard good reports
I don't know enough about it.
I have no comments on the current or future education provision in Garforth.
i have no experience of this, I have no children
I hear the Academy is good
I know they're good but presume getting over-crowded
All facilities that come with a town, doctors etc. corner shops, more choice on Main St. Better train and bus service.
I think primary schools are not inclusive and only one high school is not enough choice
If 2000 houses are built the schools will not cope which will impact the quality of my childrens education.
If houses are built then new schools are required
If more houses are being built then we need more schools
If there are more houses there needs to be more provisions in education health & leisure.
If there are more pupils than places, priority needs to be given to those resident in Garforth
If you allow more houses to be built then you will need a more comprehensive infrastructure.
Improve drainage to stop flooding, improve access to NHS healthcare, improve road network.
improve infrastructure
Improve local roads and parking space. Traffic flow.
Inadequate leisure facilities. Also little or no regard to road safety measures in and around local schools particularly at primary level.
Increased schooling provision
Infrastructure / services to serve increased population
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insufficient
Insufficient provision for number of houses especially when people buying 2nd homes or registering children at grandparents house to gain access to
Garforth schools.
Investment in school building maintenance.
It is important to provide a range of educational facilities of a high standard for the whole population, so that all children and adults have access within
Garforth to the education they need.
it will not be adequate for numbers of new housing proposed
Its at breaking point - we need more schools
Just allow residents children to attend the schools not children from all over Leeds and the surrounding area.
Keep pace with developments. Facilities need to keep pace with housing. NO FACILITIES NO HOUSES !!
Lack of adult foreign language Courses
Larger capacity at current high school
Like health service straining under pressure.
Local children should be accepted before all others to cut down on the school run scenarios. Schools public transport health provisions shops filling
Major reconstruction of drainage system
Mixed housing, good transport and schools
MORE DOCTORS AND SURGERIES AND MORE NHS DENTIST PROVISION
More doctors, dentists, drainage, public transport.
More education facilities of all types will be required
More households will need major improvements in all facilities, they are beyond their limits already.
more infrastructure ie doctors, facilities for younger people
more needed if Garforth continues to grow
more nursery places to accommodate free childcare
More opportunities
more primary schools and secondary school only for Garforth children
More schools
More schools
More schools
More schools
More Schools all age groups
More schools would be required for future growth
More services
My sense is our educational provision is at capacity, we would definitelyneed more schools etc if population grows. We need more schools, health and
leisure provision.
N/A
Q re population increase: Horror, the town is full to capacity now.
Need an alternative senior school to the academy. E.g extension to st Benedict's into a primary and secondary provider
need another primary school for new development to avoid large class size
Need another senior school
need extra high school places
Need more
Need more adult centres
Need more primary school places.
Need More Schools
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Need my child to go to the Academy not elsewhere
No current experience but an additional smaller secondary school could be a valuable option for some families to complement the existing successful
provision.
No more space left in Garforth
No
Q population increase: More schools, parking, activities
no
we need more proper shops and shoppers parking, not all day parking by commuters
No, Currently very good education provision
Q population increase: will need more school places at each age group, also more doctors surgeries to accommodate everyone.
No. Although I hear the schools are good.
No. Sons and now grandchildren attend local school with good education results. A 24hr police station most needed and health clinic for infants and
elderly needs.
none on education .we do need a swimming pool and more sporting facilities
Not adequate for the number of houses and bussing children to the academy
we need better facilities, sports, youth activities
Not enough Adult Centres
Not enough primary schools
Not really as I am retired and have no family members of school age. Access to adult education would be good
Not sufficient primary schools to support new housing. Very little for older people. Need more medical and educational provision. drains and roads are
not adequate
Not well informed enough to comment
Ok at the moment. Don't want an increase (in population)
Over crowded primary schools leading to a secondary that is declining in achievements
Overstretched, Too large classes
Q population increase: Another primary school and possibly secondary.
oversubscribed, all services need to be expanded
people say the schools are full but many pupils are not from Garforth
We need though on infrastructure and the development of main street/access
Personally our children have moved away but extra housing will put a severe strain on current resources
Require schools, doctors/dentists, general upgrade to infrastructure
Primary schools are at capacity, and so is the Academy .. if the population of Garforth increases, priority of residents needs to be given over outside
towns like Kippax, etc.

primary schools now too large and at near capacity, additional primary schools needed, High school dated, needs regeneration
Q population growth: more school places
Q population increase: Infrastucture & facilities
Satisfactory at present but would need more if more houses are built
School places are of a premium. Schools full to bursting
school too cramped at the academy not enough places for children. More houses, more doctors surgeries, more NHS dentists and a bigger senior school
SCHOOLS ARE FULL TOO MAX, REQUIRE MORE SCHOOLS, HOWEVER COULD SHARE SPORTS/PLAYGROUND FACILITIES WITH
LOCAL SPORTS CLUBS TO IMPROVE FACILITIES FOR ALL, AS THEY DO IN HOLLAND.
schools are good -academy reputation and primary schools too .My children attended east garforth primary and garforth academy excellent .
More affordable housing ,more sports facilities,parks and swimming pool
Schools are good but access to them is not always easy if not on foot. Need more schools, doctors, dentists, increase in parking for population increase
over 5 years
schools are good but at capacity
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Schools are maxed out due to good reputation. Cannot cope with any more intake
we need more affordable housing schemes eg help to buy
Schools becoming overcrowded.
Q population increase: School expansion, more services, roads

Schools, roads, healthcare, sheltered housing
Secondary school needs modernising and even making larger
seems ok for now
Senior schools should cater for Garforth
shortage of childcare
shortage of houses in the country
Spaces at academy with my children at St Benedicts
Q population increase: More schools, more access e.g. M1 road overuse - issues getting home.
spare capacity in local schools
Stop the increase, leave green belt land alone
THE ACADEMY HAS DETERIORATED IN THE LAST FEW YERS
The comp is over subscribed and worry for child who lives in Garforth won’t get in
The current schools will not be able to accommodate an increase in population

The schools all have good recommendations but we are going to need more
The schools are all full. There are not enough places for the present population of Garforth and we are faced with an exceptional number of new homes
and therefore new pupils, in the coming years.
There appears to me to be plenty of schools

There are insufficient places to accommodate increased housing

There are not enough school places for the children already here, let alone all the new proposed houses
There is a challenge for primary school provision, but this is a challenge shared across Leeds. Govt changes means the council has no control over where
new schools can locate. May require existing schools to expand/launch 'satellite' sites.
There is not enough provision for the children in garforth and yet they are taking children from many other areas so there is nowhere near enough facility
There maybe problems getting the right school or your choice.
There will obviously need more schools
Too many children for the schools here now. If no more houses are built the increase would be workable
Too many children, too few places. So more school places. More doctors and dentists, building on brownfield sites required

too many people come to Garforth schools who live outside the area, they travel in cars causing congestion and parking problems around the schools
Too many pupils to a class
Used to be good but the growth of the SPTA that funded Sir Paul Edwards' outrageous salary and eventual pay-off is a disgrace to all parents in Garforth
who allowed this situation to continue unabated. This has been to the detriment of our children.
Vastly more parking. Express bus service
Very good
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very happy
Warfarin clinic, More parking for train station
we need additional schools, and transport eg a bypass
we need an increase in health services
We need enough affordable housing for first time buyers, upto date amenities, good choice of shopping to suit all needs, good bus services, excellent
schools, enough childrens play areas and leisure centres to keep children off the streets
We need increased facilities and services
We need more dentists, doctors, improved infrastructure
we need more police as crime will rise
we need more primary schools and doctors
we need more services incl train and road network
We seem to enjoy excellent provision of a general good standard. Increased healthcare provision police and parking
we will need more schools in future, further extension of academy or sister other side of Garforth or transport for them on other side
If the housing increase goes ahead set up large green areas
Will need more education provision. Thought only building on brownfield sites and not green
With additional housing coming, there could be a need for additional schools as school places will become harder to get.

With an increasing population we will need more of every type of school.
With future housing wanting to be built & children unable to get into schools now we will need more schools before housing
would like more craft based courses
Yes it is adequate
yes, children from Garforth should have first priority to schools in Garforth
we need schools,doctors, parking for shops and open spaces
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Appendix E – Do you have any comments on local public transport services?

163 & 164 never on time, some missed and then 2 come together
19, 19a service is ridiculous. Need a more direct service from First bus as purchase First bus day ticket for onward journey
a long journey by bus into leeds. trains are infrequent during day
A more frequent service would be good
additional train services during the evening hours after peak time

All good

all ok
Annoyed that 166 doesn't cover Fairburn Drive after 6pm or Sundays
Arriva buses arrive in pairs
Bad timetable

Better station facilities i.e. toilets
Blue routes poor due to on street parking
Bus often late
Bus ok train not very good
Bus service can be hit and miss
bus service could be more reliable keeping to the timetable and more trains stopping at the railway stations
Bus service is fine but train service is not good
Bus service is great train service is rubbish
Bus service stopped round Westbournes, long walk to Old George bus stop for elderly going and coming home from Leeds
Bus service to Leeds takes forever

Bus servuce has deteriorated or seems to have
Bus timings for Leeds and Castleford 166/163 are very unreliable
buses are always late
Buses are scheduled ever 15 minutes but I've waited 45 minutes for one.
buses from castleford poor timekeeping
buses speed in 20 mile limits
busses 2 slow and expensive. Trains crowded
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Can’t get off the train at Garforth with a pushchair coming from Leeds as there’s no ramp - only steps
cars parked on the street using the train is not a good thing
Closing East Garforth station would increase the traffic and parking need at Garforth which it can't handle
Congestion is severe sometime especially backing up from Main Street towards Aberford.
Currently sufficient for the number of residents
Direct service to and from Scarborough needs to be restored

disabled/pram access at garforth needs sorting.

Don't use pubic transport as it is unreliable and unsuitable for disabled use.
don't use them

due to lack of use, our services have been withdrawn from the top of our street
East Garforth station needs to be kept open
Electronic bus info outside St Gemmas as well as outside Post Office.
Garforth residents can't get to park at the station. Station should have at least half for resident parking only
Garforth residents should have a permit and outsiders should have to pay for parking thus generating an income for Garforth
Garforth station is impossible to park at
Garforth train station car park alwys full by 7:30am
Generally pretty good
Generally very good
Good
good

Good
good overall but expensive to York

Good provision - can get to most places by bus and train
Good value
Have you tried parking at Garforth Station?
I am recently retired but did commute by train for over 25 years from East Garforth to Leeds. When the trains are on time & you get a seat
then its a great & quick way into Leeds City Centre.
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I believe buses can sometimes be unreliable

I only park in the railway station at weekends as there are no spaces in the week its the same with the car parks on gar forth main street
I retired 9 years ago. I took the rtrain to Leeds daily for 10 years before that and even then the trains were at capacity and I always had to
stand!!
I think Garforth is well served although access needs to be improved at the station for anyone unable to use steps easily, including parents
with prams and cyclists.
Improve bus services on Sundays. 19 and 29a very much hit and miss
Inadequate car parking at station. People from surrounding areasare taking these desparately needed spaces to our detriment
INSUFFICIENT FREE PARKING FOR TRAIN USERS, SHOPPERS AND WORKERS LEADING TO CONGESTED
INCONSIDERATE PARKING ON THE STREETS IN GARFORTH NOT MARKED FOR RESIDENTS PARKING ONLY.
it is difficult to park at garforth station if you are going on a trip during the day all all spaces taken by commuters.last rain to early from
leeds to garforth Disabled access York platform at Garforth station very bad
It would be good if East Garforth had allocated parking.
it would be nice if we could have a regular weekly access bus instead of every 2 weeks

keep East Garforth station open as more people will drive to main station and leave cars in surrounding streets.

local shuttle bus to station
Longer trains needed at peak times as the service gets very overcrowded. More late buses/trains needed especially at the weekend.

Maintainance of free bus pass.
More buses in the evening would be welcome
More car parking at Garforth station or local permits
more car parking spaces needed at the main station
more carriages at peak times and not to close East Garforth as rumoured
More carriages at peak times on train would be a big improvement
More carriages required on train services into Leeds at peak times

More direct trains from york or Leeds to garforth without all the stop is desirable
more often than not, I'm unable to park in or around Garforth station and am therefore often forced to drive in. It would be great to have a
greater provision of parking at the station and any for East Garforth, or some circular buses to help commuters and reduce traffic on main
street.

More railway parking. Park and ride. More services
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More services after 6pm on trains
More trains and parking if more houses are built
more trains on a sunday please to Leeds and man airport

more trains required and more carriages during peak time.
More trains would be good
My 74 yr old mother lives on Kingsway in a bungalow, bus services for her are appalling, (recent cancellations) making her very isolated.
Need bus shelters on Selby road.
need direct bus services to St James and Pinderfields hospitals. Train fares going north far too expensive
need modern electric trains that are double the current passenger capacity
Need more punctuality
Need to address commuter parking - park and ride, permits, restrictions.

Need to make garforth station accessible

Needs to be disabled access at Garforth Station

New buses - poor service
no disabled accès on york bound platform inadéquate parking

No disabled access to eastbound platform is a scandal. There is no parking available at East Garforth station
No disabled or pushchair access at garforth station.
no longer use commuter trains which were dangerously full. Off peak ok. Peak trains a nightmare
No never

no ramp at Garforth station, packed trains at rush hours

No wheelchair access at Garforth (train station) towards York/Selby
No. Both appear to be quite good
not enough parking at the station
Not enough trains especially on a Sunday.
Not reliable enough
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Not used only car
Ok for Leeds/Bradford centres
One of Garforth's strong points
Only one bus service to cedar ridge and last bus at 7pm from Leeds
only paths - especially Wakefield Road outsie garage curbs too high. Hedges too far out taking space of public path
parking at garforth main station but always full when I try
Parking at stations is abysmal during the week
Parking is utterly inadequate as expanding surrounding villages use garforth to park and travel to leeds Wakefield castleford or York
Parking provision is poor
Please keep East Garforth station
Poor late night provision to/from Leeds.
Pram access to Garforth station platform 1 would be helpful
Quite good for our needs

Rush hour trains do not have enough carriages. Standing is dangerous
Separate tickets for First and Arriva buses is a nonsense. Other European cities would laugh at our stupidity.
Some improvement required if increasing population

station car park and car parks and roads choked by outsideer rail commuters using Garforth rail station
Station car park is oversubscribed. Regularly used by commuters from other local train stations
station needs a bigger car park, no room
Sunday and late night trains are not good
The buses never run on time
the elderly have to walk quite away for a bus not everyone drives a car
The new park and ride system in Leeds is great. The trains are often crowded at peak times due to lack of carriages.
The trains are expensive, old and unreliable and the buses are too expensive and take too long to travel to Leeds.
They are good
they are good but buses could improve their timekeeping

Timing sometimes erratic
Too few buses on Barleyhill Road
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too many people using Garforth station and too many lazy people who cant be bothered to walk to main street
Train most used normally. Last bus used in 1980
train service and parking good
train services are rare after 9pm - need greater frequency
Train timetable could have a more even spread through the hour

Train Too expensive to York in comparison to leeds. Services finish too early on an evening. First services into Leeds are not well spaced
apart (45min gap) at 6am
Train: more carriages required during peak times. Do not use bus.

Trains after 7.00pm should be every 30 mins not 1 hour. Garforth is a large feeder "town" for Leeds and 1 train every hour is not enough.
Trains are overcrowded and will get worse. Buses are okay at the moment but sometimes unreliable.
trains overcrowded at peak times
Unsatisfactory service, no service on Sunday or after 6 working days. Local councilor approved petition to have the 166 service stopped
through Fairburn Drive Estate.
Using a buggy or wheelchair at Garforth station is really difficult coming back from Leeds or going towards york. An accessible way to
access that platform would be a massive improvement
Very good
We have avery good bus service
We need a step free access at Garforth station
We need line electrified and disabled access e.g. bridge and lifts at Garforth
We need more and longer trains at Garforth. Too much standing on train, train missing, can't get on in Leeds or off at Garforth (e.g.
Scarborough train)
WE NEED TO SORT OUT CHURCH LANE AND BARLEY HILL REGARDING PARKING SO OUR BUSES ARE NOT TAKEN
OFF THE ROADS FOR OAP's
EAST GARFORTH MUST STAY OPEN AND IN THE SAME PLACE.
Well served by both buses and trains
West Garforth Alandale estate does not have a direct bus into Leeds. It is an area of sheltered accommodation for elderly & they have to
get on one bus get off in Main Street & get on another or walk up steep hills to the bus stops to WAKEFIELD Road or Lidgett Lane.
Elderly people don’t want to be getting on & off buses they want to get on a bus & off at their destination
What happened to disabled access at Garforth station?
When I've used the bus in the past it takes ages to get into the centre of Leeds. Trains are relatively expensive.. and the price to York
(20min journey) is ludicrous.

Which transport locations do you use?
Would prefer more train services late at night and Sundays
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Appendix F – Do you have any comments on water quality, sewerage or flooding?
Adequate
all will need upgrading with future planned housing increase
Almost floods during heavy rainfall.
Am aware that the above is at its’ limit and will need upgrading to accommodate more housing and other new builds
Antiquated waterpipes/systems, Garforth can't cope with any more houses
Any new build needs to have appropriate additional water and sewage management
Better drainage pub/shops Longmeadowgate car park
Blocked drains causing severe flooding to property
Build more houses - need more infrastructure.
Care should be taken with new builds to not to add to the sewage and drainage problems that already exist.
Church lane has a problem every time we have heavy rain there are very few grates do to the main street
Drainage in Garforth struggles in normal rainfall

Drainage system will struggle to cope with increased number of houses
Drains are not cleaned out on regular basis
Drains can't handle more houses
Drains don't seem able to cope with heavy rain
Drains need cleaning out
Drains need looking at
Drains on roads ie. Ninelands Lane need regular cleaning out!!
Drains should be cleaned out more
EACH TIME WE HAVE HEAVY RAIN NINELANDS LANE FLOODS NEAR TO SCHOOL
excessive floods from sewers
fair
Fairburn Drive now floods due to excessive extra housing and insufficient infrastructure - no more new homes!
fairburn drive now floods due to excessive housing and insufficient infrastructure- no more new homes
Family next door were apparently in a hotel for five months because of flooding in their house 2 or 3 years ago.
Flood group do a great job or I assume they do.
Flooding at bottom of main street
Flooding currently occurs on Ninelands Lane
Flooding every time there is heavy rain is a constant fear. It is the worst feature of living in Garforth
flooding from recreation ground now solved - excellent work
flooding from road way Kerbs not fitted correct
Flooding in garforth is mainly caused by surface water excess at times of high rainfall. This is exacerbated by large concreted areas, such as
at the stocks blocks site.

Flooding is a growing problem
Flooding more locally since building on Cliff.
Flooding on Ninelands Lane
Flooding on Ninelands lane can cause problems
Flooding problem has not been addressed
Further housing will only add to existing problems
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Garden floods
Garden floods, has gravel under. Neighbours back lawn gets submeged
garforth in general floods now more than it has in the last 50 years
Garforth roads & gardens now flood on a regular basis.
Garforth suffers from poor drainage, sewage provision
Generally ok only low pressure when there has been a burst pipe
Generally very good
Gutters need to be kept clean
Heavy limerscale
High limescale content in water. Drains cannot cope with heavy rain.
Hiostorical flooding in Garforth which will only get worse if further houses are built on Stocks land
Housing developments and new housing estates should have new and separate sewage pipes they should not connect to existing ones
I am aware it can be a major problem in lower parts of the town and am sympathetic.
I am aware that there are areas within Garforth that have/do flood and these should be given priority to ensure effective systems and drainage.
Particular attention needs to be given to drainage and sewerage systems when new houses are built to ensure that there are no new problems
either on the new sites or to existing areas.
I am luccky but properties in my street have suffered flooding
I am pleased that there has been more work in Barleyhill rec' ground to reduce flooding on Barleyhill road
I have worried about flooding around my house and on Aberford Road
I know flooding is a significant problem for some parts of the town.
I know it is a problem elsewhere in Garforth
I know parts of Garforth flood
IMPROVED SEWERAGE SHOULD BE A DEMAND ON ANY FUTURE HOUSING
is potential housing going to overload drainage
Issues with pressure. Flooding at miller and carter roundabout
It doesn't affect our house but flooding is an issue in arts of Garforth after heavy rainfall
it is a big issue for Garforth and needs to be fixed. Until it is there should be no additional housing developed.

it is a problem in parts of Garforth inadequate infrastructure
Its Garforth's biggest problem Victorian drains cannot cope, need investment
Its OK
its serious
it's very hard water - can something be done by YW?
Lack of lawns affect drainage.
LCT not interested in my garden flooding, stated Garforth well known for flooding
Limescale tap water
Locally Ninelands is a problem and needs addressing whether or not new building takes place
Lots of areas in Garforth where flooding needs to be addressed
main sewer runs behind my patio doors in the back garden a blockage caused it to rise to top of manhole causing 2 weeks of stinking open
sewage in my garden the drains cannot cope with more housing needs
Major reconstruction of system required
more houses means more flood management needed
More houses means more problems
more houses would mean a much improved/increased sewage system and improvements to areas that flood
More properties will put a strain on drainage unless more money is invested by the Council etc
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Much of the drainage seems to be at critical level of use
My neighbors houses are lower than mine and the gardens flood in heavy rain. So far it hasn't damaged the property itself
N/A
need drains cleaning regularly flooding still in many areas
Need to address flooding issues in garforth
Ninelands Lane floods on a regular basis despite numerous attempts to fix it
ninelands lane floods when it rains heavily
No problem on fairburn Drive
None as all appears to be well
not affected so far with flooding
Not good enough
Not here but know other areas in Garforth have suffered
Now that Stocks block's have gone, drains improved.
Ok at the moment
Parts of Garforth flood after heavy rain etc. There's water deep beneath Garforth.
Poor maintenance of surface water drains causes Garforth to be cut off in heavy prolonged rain.
Quality of water very poor, we never used to have limescale.
Re open the ditch drainage on Wakefield Rd.
Regular kerb and drain cleaning would help with collection of water
Regularly flooding in Ringway jctn Goosefield Rise
Road drains are not cleaned. some drains above road surface and are useless.
Roads flooding around Garforth
Roads regularly flood nearby - Ninelands Lane
sediment in water
seems a massive amount of time and effort in improving drainage in barley hill rec/ playing field - ? success or other wise
service acceptable
Sewage improvements are a must
sewerage inadequate
Sited on a hill
some flooding in certain areas of Garforth during storms
something needs to be done to stop homes and streets flooding
Sometimes my garden floods. Had problems with rain water getting into gas pipes and cutting supply.
street drains often flood - not cleared or cleaned
Surface water drainage system inadequate for heavy rainfall.
tap water now creates a lot of limescale
Tap water sometimes tastes of too much chemical
The above occurred when Bluebell Estate was first built.
The current systems are already over-loaded and this means the building of more houses is a worry.
The drainage system in all categories requires replacement as happened at Rothwell some years ago. What we have is not fit for purpose.
The drains blockage has been those leading to the sheltered housing complex, not to my personal flat
the drains in the streets are never cleaned and cause a lot of problems on the road
The drains on the road side are very rarely cleaned therefore blockages occur. When the company responsible for cutting the grass verges
why can't they clean up afterwards. The loose grass is left in the road and gutter, thus blocking the drains. How much does this cost the
council. Get rid of this poor company.
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The flooding on Ninelands is getting worse in adverse weather. Add the 241 proposed houses and I dread to think what the situation will be
like!
The infrastructure is worn out and over capacity
The water pressure very occasionally varies, resulting in cold showers.
The water supply is hard compared to other areas in Leeds.
There are significant bottlenecks in the drainage around Garforth that become very evident with strong rain storms. These are well known and
seem to be brushed over by LCC when assessing new buildings. Drains are not cleared frequently enough.
There is a need for a flood group
there is a problem with flooding on my street and some surrounding gardens
Think it has got better over the last year
Too many to write on here! Systems outdated and overloaded.
Totally inadequate for all the building done in garforth and also for proposed building!
Until the beck was piped off our garden flooded as I’ve gone round walking some drains are blocked up it’s no wonder streets flood when
drains are blocked with rubbish
Was flooded in August 2014 due to heavy rain/storm
Water is full of lime scale
Water pressure is low. Had to install noisy pump system.
Water pressure is quite low in our house.
Water pressure not great.
Water pressure too low in our area
Water quality is good and the sewers used to block up but were cleared quickly
Water quality really going downhill. Tastes of chemicals.
Water supply and sewerage from home is good. During heavy rain there are drains that always back up despite drainage works eg. Ninelands
Lane (Glebelands pavilion).
We don't want fluoride
we have hard water which causes issues with household appliances
We're fortunate but others further down the street have had these problems.
Will water / sewage be able to cope with expansion?
would like to know that drains are kept clear of any blockages regulary
yes lower down the street it regularly floods
Yes Ninelands Lane still floods in the dip where the old Railway used to be?
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Appendix G - Retail Facilities Comments

What one improvement would make you shop more in Garforth?
A better mainstreet with increased free parking.
a better mix of shops
A better mix of shops.
a better quality of shops a little like those in chapel Allerton
A better selection of shops
A better variety of shops
A better variety of shops
A fresh fishmongers
A more varied choice of shops
A parish council
a proper park
A restriction on the no of takeaways, charity shops, estate agents, hairdressers
A variety of retail outlets.
Advertise access to toilets already there - cafes, welfare hall, library and invest in them, if building new ones put them in the
park and encourage daytime use of that carpark.
affordability
Affordable rent and big shop size
an improved mix of retailers
An M&S food only store (Simply Food)
another health clinic. Is there a dry cleaners in Garforth Main Street/
another restaurant would be nice
As above I think that Main Street should only allow buses and loading providing there was adequate parking nearby which
should be paid for on a short term basis to stop people travelling in to work on the bus/train. Say first hour free and no charge
after 5pm
Attractng investment in run down, aging building stock
Ban parking on main street to make it safer for pedestrians
Be able to park any time. A multi would be good or a local park/ride. A mini bus travelling round estates would be good for
everyone.
Being able to park without driving round for ages before finding a space
Better and more free car parking. No charge for parking at all.
better car parking
Better choice of shops
Better choice of shops / bigger range
Better choice of shops.
Better choice of shops..less charity shops and fast food. More dog friendly so can pop in while walking dog. Less youths
hanging around...intimidating
Better local parking
better mix of shops
better mix of shops
Better mix of shops
Better mix of shops, less cars
Better mix of shops.
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better once lidl opens and more choice
better parking
Better parking
Better parking
Better parking
better parking
Better parking
Better parking
Better Parking
Better parking
Better parking
Better parking
Better parking
Better parking facilities
Better parking facilities
better parking facilities
Better parking facilities off road
Better parking in main street on Saturday (not sure how!)
Better range of shops
better range of shops. no more charity shops
better retail
Better selection of retail ie shoes, clothing, sports shops - no more charity shops please
Better shops
better shops
Better shops parking
Better value at some of the shops
Better value for money
better variation in all shops and banks
Cafe, eating places
car parking
Car Parking availability, an idea would be to restrict it by parking permit discs allowing free parking for up to 2 hours between
8am to 6pm Mon to Sat.
car parking space
Cheaper prices
Cheaper rates for retailers.
children's clothing, shoes
choice
Clean streets
cleaner, less cars and less dog dirt.
closing that cannabis shop on barley hill road
Congestion on Church Lane and Main Street
craft sh ops and parking for those who need it . A baker's shop
craft shops have to go else where for school textiles supplies and for them no to be expensive
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Decent shops might be a start. Bluebird Bakery
Demolish the older 60's units on the high street and replace with more aesthetically sympathetic units.
Different variety of shops as Garforth used to be
Disabled parking on the street to help disabled people.
Discontinue community constables, waste of money.
diversity of shops, no more takeaways
don't close banks
Don't know
Double yellow lines all Main Street. Just disabled parking.
Easier access.
Ensure 163 or 166 bus redirect through West Garforth as it used to assist getting their shopping home
Evening events during the summer with entertainment
Fewer hairdressers/beauty salons
Fish monger. Clothing boutique and shoe shop.
Garforth Market
Get people out of their cars, pedestrianise in Main Street and use it more as an event space.
Give Garforth residents a parking permit and charge outsiders to park ie station, main street car parks
Greater say on businesses establishing in Garforth
Greater variety
Greater variety of shops
Greater variety of shops
greater variety of shops
greater variety of shops, less takeaways
H and M ladies and gents clothing
Hairdressers/barbers opening on a Sunday would be good (maybe closing on one of the weekdays instead).
Having a large discounter or hardware shop like Wilkos or Home Bargains
Having a Waitrose
health food shop
Hypermarket
i already shop lots.
I do anyway. More community events/late or Sunday opening
I shop local so it won’t make a difference
I think that once a week is enough for anyone
If toilets, then need attendant on duty
Improve and increase off street parking and reduce congestion on Main Street.
improve visibilty for traffic entering/leaving side roads on Main St (compromised by parking bays eg Barley Hill Road
Improved car parking for Garforth residents
Improved parking
Improved parking
Improved parking maybe limited time in old Tesco car park. Maybe even small charge for short stay shoppers would deter
commuters going to work
Improved variety of shops
Increased variety
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Increasing variety of shops
indoor shopping mall! Big name stores opening branches here
Initiaitve to encourage local independent shops. Main street is chaning to become more corporate and less unique and
independent. This is not an improvement.
Introducing parking time limits if free. www.themaindeal.co.uk
Investment into Main Street shop fronts and buildings. A few delapidated properties spoil some well maintained shops
It’s down to availability and cost of goods. Easier parking so that shopping can be carried. One way traffic to ease congestion
if possible.
kerb changes and parking both sides on Main Street must be done away withto allow traffic to flow freely thuis reducing
pollution. Pedestrianisation not a good idea as it would discourage many people coming into Garforth to shop.Many have to
drive in as the bus service cannot cover the whole area.
larger pedestrian area on main Street both sides
Late night opening
Later opening times
Les traffic congestion
Less betting shops, charity shops, and less down and outs loitering around. More local, family businesses selling better
produce and getting away from the blandness of the city retailers.
Less chain shops and more independent shops.
Less charity and more choice for food, clothes and coffee/sandwiches etc
LESS CHARITY BETTING SHOPS, MORE CHOICE, LOCAL PRODUCTS
less charity shops
Less charity shops and more independents
Less charity shops and takeaways
less charity shops, hairdressers and beauticians
Less coffee shops and charity shops
Less Hairdressers & more Independent Traders
Less hairdressers and coffee shops!
less parkig both sides of the road
less parking on main street, and more car parks
Less parking on Main Street, one side only, timed parking in car parks
Less takeaways ,charity shops and hair and beauty salons
Less traffic
less traffic
Less traffic
Less traffic and non locals parking here
Less traffic clutter down Main street. Secure lock up areas for bicycles. A real library like we used to have with more books
worth borrowing. I now go to Castleford and North Yorkshire Libraries for my books.
Less traffic congestion - noise and fumes
Lidl
Limit number of fast food outlets, there are far too many currently
Litter and dog waste warden
main artery roads less clogged
Main street should be buses and deliveries only
make main st pedestrianised
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Manage the types of use for the retail units to avoid competition. Tackle the greed of owners of retail units head on. Retailers
cannot afford the rent and are having to shut down.
MandS food
Market
Market
Market, activities in a weekend.
marks and spencer food
Marks and Spencer's
maybe a jewelry shop or something
Maybe better parking?
mobile phone shop
More car park spaces.
more car parking facilities
more choice
More choice
More choice of independent shops
more choice of individual shops, not chains
More choice of shops i.e. clothing
more choice, less beauty,hair, charity, estate agent
More choice/space
More classy shops
More clothes and shoe shops. Less charity shops.
more community spirit for events,better choice of shops,a good cheap supermarket ie Tesco
More competition and variety of shops
more disabled parking on Main street
More diverse shops required
More focus and support for independent businesses = choice
More free parking
More independent retail shops/planning toward variety/types of shops
More independent shops
more independent shops
More independent shops.
More independents
More local independent shops
More locally sourced/free range produce
more mixed shops
More original shops - not chains.
More parking
more parking
More parking
More parking spaces
more parking spaces
more pcso/police/enforcement officers to stop pavement parking at takeaways/fast foods
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More private individual shops
More quality shopping. Its all second rate.
More restaurants and less takeaways
More restaurants not takeaways.
more retail, fewer takeaways and hairdressers
More selection of shops
More short term parking
More specialist shops i.e. Fishmongers, Artisan Bakers, Cheesemongers
more varied shops, less fast food, shoe shops and craft shops, toilets
more variety
more variety
More variety and upmarket shops
More variety of shops
More variety of shops
More variety of shops
More variety of shops
more variety of shops
more variety of shops
More variety of shops and less hairdressers and beauty parlours
More Variety of shops another super market
More variety, independent stores
More waste bins
More/better parking
Morrisons or Aldi
Much less traffic congestion and improve parking
Multi storey car parks behind Barclays and station
Multi-storey car park
need a bigger supermarket ie ASDA or ALDI
Need to put itme limits on parking in local carparks
Needs more parking, but where, Wetherspoons came without any extra parking
Nice little park would be nice to wander through to eat food bought
no car parking on main street
no dogs unless they pick up waste
No on-street parking
No parking in Main Street
no parking on main street only buses
No parking on the road on Main Street
non chain bar & restaurant
None
Nothing always shop here
Nothing. it is ideal
Offer reduced business rates / subsidised rents for retailers that would improve the high street, rather than more charity and
betting shops. Help local startup retailers in their first 2 years of trading with support.
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Open on Sundays?
Organic whole food store.
parking
parking
Parking
Parking
parking
parking
parking
Parking
Parking
Parking
Parking and more Parking.
parking attendants
parking but not for the railway station
parking improvements but not parking charges!
PARKING IS DIFFICULT
parking. No deliveries between 9am and 4pm
Pavements free of cyclists and parked cars
Pay and display car parking
Pedestrian precinct
Pedestrianisation a good idea as long as buses can get less able shoppers can be dropped near the shops e.g. Some bus access
Pedestrianisation of Main Street 8:00 to 18:00
Pedestrianisation.
Pedestrianised area, fountains, quiet area
Price
Provide more parking spaces for cars (off road not on either side of Main street) and more secure places where people can
leave their bicycles securely locked up.
Public toilet
Public toilet on main street
Public toilets and parking
Public Toilets, Market
range of shops maybe. to be fair our high street is vibrant. well used compared to others eg Kippax unless LIDL kills it off
remove all traffic
remove large chain stores and outlets e.g. costa, wetherspoons and subway, they are having a negative effect. encourage
independent businesses before Garforth becomes like everywhere else.
remove middle zebra crossing and relocate other 2 closer, 3 creates traffic congestion
Restrict main street parking. More variety needed.
Restrict number of take away food shops, nail bars, hairdressers & charity shops
Restrict parking in Main Street to improve traffic flow and safety
retailing is difficult ,people want greater range of goods ,more useful shops ,need one decent supermarket not several small
convenience stores that have limited product range
Retention of privately owned businesses
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Sack the utterly useless "cardboard police" (Community officers)
Selection
Shoe shop
Shop prices
Sort the on street parking
Sticking to 20mph speed limits
stop all parking on main street except disabled
Stop all the parking on Main Street.
Stop big chains taking over!
Stop cars parking on Main Street
Stop Delivery Lorries etc. parking on pavement! & Double Yellows !!!
Stop greedy landlords.
stop takeaways and a cleaner main street
Stop the traffic from parking on main street
terrible to get down mainst.@busy times with bus stops and parking
There is a problem for those driving and issues over limited parking. There is wasteland at Town End where the petrol station
was. This would be ideal for an overflow car park and will enhance a current eyesore
Tidy up the space near the lights. Put in benches and flowers for people to sit and rest or pass time.
To be able to buy fresh fish
toilets
Toilets
Too many charity shops, takeaways and beauticians
Too many hair salons to Estate agents and too many charity shops
totally organic shop
totally organic shop
Variation of shops, Not so many charity shops.
Variety and quality shops
Variety in supermarkets
variety of clothing shops
variety of shops
variety of shops
Variety, mix of quality independents and well known names
We don't need all the nail bars and charity shops
We get virtually all our shopping on Main Street already
We have good shops now, they have improved
Well priced farm shop cafe and chain retailers
Wetherspoons delivering on a Saturday, appalling.
white lights on Main Street like at the seaside
widen mainstreet on the left (coming from traffic lights) so parking on 1 side only
wider choice of retailers
Wider range of shops
Wilkos.

What do you like best about shopping locally?
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ACCESSIBILITY
Accessible
Accessibility, variety and good charity shops
Butcher - more personal service
Choice of shops
Choice and keeps local people in employment
Cielo
The community atmosphere. Time saving. Opportunity to support local businesses.
Convenience
supporting local people
Community spirit
genuine community feeling about it
Seeing friends and knowing local staff
FRIENDLY BESPOKE SERVICES AND SOME GOOD SHOPS.
Supporting local shops, main street has good choices and options, convenient,
Friendly atmosphere
Community spirit, supporting local economy
supports local community. some shops very nice
Keeps them open
supporting local business
Spending money with local business
Friendly convenient service
friendly, easy to get there
LOVE PUTTING MONEY BACK IN TO GARFORTH
Supporting local shops
Shopping local you know the shop keepers they are friendly & helpful
Supporting local and small businesses
keep businesses going, rather than large chains, quality locally sourced food, kind friendly
shopkeepers.
Relationships with the shopkeepers, supporting local businesses and convenience.
Friendly
Community, meeting people, support local
Saves time & meet friends
Supporting independent butcher, greengrocer
Friendliness of staff
friendly service
supports local business
supporting Garforth shops and knowing all the shopkeepers
community atmosphere
Supporting local community retailers
the community aspect,always seeing someone you know
friendly retailers
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helping to keep them going
supporting local businesses
Helping the community
Friendly and know all the staff
Community feel, friendly
Friendly staff and service
Support local businesses
Supporting local businesses.
Frendly service
Friendly people. Don't have to drive. Supporting local business.
to keep up local trade
Helping local businesses thrive - good community service
keeping local independents in High street
it supports the local economy
keeping things in the community
friendly staff and easy access on local bus
It helps keep the local economy turning over making for a better area to live
Supporting local's
Keeps local facilities open and trading
Friendly staff
Community spirit
Friendly atmosphere
You meet friends
it is convenient
Close and friendly good service
its convenient and i like to support local buiness
Convenience, service, ability to go by bicycle, supporting local economy
Local
Handy for access.
for a quick shop most things are in main street
Close location
Convenient
Close by
I do not need to go far from Garforth to get what I want.
Local, quick
Convenience
convienient
Easy to get there. Friendly people. Supports the local economy.
Its 5 minutes by car or 15 minutes or so walking
Close, convenient
It is handy for small amounts
convenient
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Convenience
Most items can be sourced locally
Convenience
its local!
its local
Convenience, and the fact that the money spent stays in the local economy.
Easy access. Although parking can be difficult. Main street road is NOT WIDE enough.
It's easy
It is local and mainly independent
Convieniance
On the doorstep
convenient
Local shops with good produce. Friendly staff. It's near to home.
Short travel time
Convenient. Like supporting local businesses
Convienience and product range available
The convenience
It is quick and easy to get what we want without any travel
Convenience
Not much just convenient for food
Handy for food shops
Convenient
Convenient
Just local
The convenience
Not having to travel
It's local!
It's a short walk away & open at convenient hours for people who work during the day.
Convenient and very friendly
Can buy food easily
Short distance from hone
easy
Convenience and local family nature of some of the retailers.
Convenience
It's local
Easy access
convince and community
ease, friendliness, community etc.
Easy to do daily
Local produce, real people invested in community, not just national brands
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Easy access friendly
Nearer
Easy & quick
Convenient
Not need to carry it far
Convenience - service
Nearness
No transport costs. Walk to keep fit.
near to home
Handy
Everything in one street
Handy
convenient
do not have to travel far
easy access 5 min. walk
Convenience
convenient
local produce and trades
can be done quickly
convenient
can get all food locally and vegetables are fresh
ease of being in one street
it'd local
time saving
convienience
convenient
convenience ,free parking
convenient
convenient
convenience
convenient
Handy
Close by
Convenience
It’s all handy
Not able to use public transport
Easily access and variety of provision
convenience
Nearby
convenience
convenience
I can walk to the shops for good quality food, meats, veg etc
Handy and easy to walk too
it's easy
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Convenience
conveient
there at hand and don't need to go else where
easy to get to
Handy and meet people
convenience
easy to get to
Handy, able to walk
easy to get to
Convenient
Convenience
Its homely
That I can manage to get there.
close and friendly staff
convenience and supporting local
local independent shops/cafes
ease, friendliness, community etc
local businesses
no need to go far so saves on petrol or bus into leeds ( save time)
its local and sells everything we need
has everything close to home
it's local
Easy access and parking
Convenient
convenient
Browsing
Convenient
It's local and accessible
Proximity. Supports local economy
Less hassle
quick and easy access nearby and knowing local retail staff
convenient
Shopping locally
Time factor
Distance
easy access and parking. Good variety, friendly
Proximity
Easy
More relaxing
Easy access - very friendly and helpful
Cost
exercise (I walk)
Pretty good facilities
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fresh produce, convenience
fresh food outlets
Fultons
Free parking
Free parking and convenience
Reasonably easy to park
Parking and wihin walking distance
Parking facilities at Tesco. Even more when Lidl opens.
Meeting other shoppers and relaxed atmosphere.
Bumping into friends
People are helpfull
Meeting neigbours
Meeting friends and neighbours, supporting local businesses, helping them survive
reducing polution.
people,good choice available,good exercise to walk
Meeting other people
one meets local people, it is more friendly
staff lovely, especially coop. Variety of goods
good prices and friendly staff
We had nice quality local bespoke shops
The quality provided by local butchers, greengrocers and having a post office
quality of goods, personal service
quality of fresh food
Good quality available
quality
quality uk produce - butchers
Availability.
Able to buy most goods
Better choice. Can buy smaller portions.
customer service
the personnel service
Personal, friendly service within short distance of home
personal attention of shop keepers and Cielo
i walk there personal service
personal service
Personal touch
Personal touch
good service
Pleasant, more personal staff - mostly friendly
Good food shop choices. Friendly local staff.
Independent shops
Independent Trader[s]
Independent stores
good fresh food, convenient parking, cobbler, Cielo
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knowing the shopkeepers and supporting the area you live in
good choice of available shops
Good choice of shops close to my home
get to know shop assistants
knowing shop keepers , more friendly and personal also meet people in the shops
Good friendly shops
The Cobblers and the cafes are very good
good product and no shopkeepers + staff
I like to support independent retails
Range of shops to browse, nice cafes, friendly service
Connecting with local businesses and local community, supporting local entrepreneurship
and local jobs.
family run business
Good value, friendly service

You've got a big Tesco for certain things that you need to get from a supermarket but also
local shops like Jack Fultons and local fruit and veg shops where you can get bargains and
better quality produce than at Tesco. Also you have pretty much everything i.e. food,
hairdressers, bank, bookshop, bakery etc.
Variety
Good variety of goods on offer
variety
variety
variety of shops
Very convenient and a selection of shops
Variety and range of shops available
Variety
Within walking distance
Being able to walk to shops
Can walk
I can walk there
Being able to walk
Nice to have shops in walking distance
Close enough to walk
It is within a 10-15 minute walking distance.
That I can walk
walking no parking hassles
Can walk
Have no transport other than relying on others
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Appendix H - Do you/family use our green corridors (public footpaths, fly line, Linesway)? If yes,
which ones and for what purpose?
Across line to Ninelands Lane dog walking
all
All - for walking
All around Garforth walking.
all footpaths walk dog
all for recreation walking
All local bridleways for cycling, linesway is very good.
All local footpaths to access walks around local countryside
All of them around Garforth - exercise, fresh air, rural setting, get away from the built up areas.
All of them. Walking and cycling.
All of those in 5.5
All With son and dog
Barley hill path
Barleyhill parking
Barleyhill path to get anywhere!
Barrowby wood, dog walking
Behind the cricket field to access main street
bike ride and walk linesway
Bike riding- Garforth to Great Preston and Garforth to Aberford
Both for walking exercise
Both, walking with family and the dog - beautiful walks!
cycle and dog walk
cycle safely
cycle, walk
Cycling
Cycling
cycling
Cycling
Cycling & walking
Cycling / Running
Cycling and walking
Cycling, all of them
Cycling/walking
Daily dog walking on Linesway
dog walkinfg
Dog walking
Dog walking
Dog walking
dog walking
dog walking
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Dog walking/Running/Walking
Excercise
exercise
exercise
fairburn drive for doctors, church lane, green lane to walk into Garforth
Fields. Fly line. Parlington. All for dog walking and wildlife watching
Fly Line
fly line
fly line
fly line - cycling/walking
Fly Line and Linesway for walking or cycling. Also other footpaths around Garforth.
fly line cycling
Fly Line for Cycling
Fly Line for dog walking
Fly line for dog walking
Fly line for dog walking and our exercise
fly line for occasional walks
fly line for pleasure
Fly Line for walking
Fly line for walking
Fly Line for walking
Fly line for walks
Fly line love waking
Fly Line to take grandchildren to school
Fly line to walk
Fly Line waking but some public paths are been closed I have noticed
Fly line, just for a walk
Fly line, lines way, walking and cycling
Fly line, linesway - dog walking
Fly Line, Linesway, Barrowby Lane for walking
Fly Line, Linesway. Pleasure
Fly line. Old BR line. Keep fit.
Fly Line. Walking
fly lines running and cycling
Flyline
Flyline and Parlington bridleways
Flyline for walking exercise
flyline to Kippax
Flyline walking
flyline walking
flyline, Barrowby lane. Walking for health
flyline, beautiful walk
Flyline, exercise
Flyline, Linesway and all paths, for long walks
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Flyline, linesway, barrowby lane, nanny goat lane and other footpaths and bridleways for cycling and
walking both leisure and commuting.
footpath to church lane
Footpaths
Footpaths - exercise
Footpaths for leisure walking
footpaths for walking
Footpaths in and around Garforth including Parlington estate
Footpaths to help keep fit
footpaths, cycling
Footpaths, Firthfields, Flyline, Linesway for dog walking
Footpaths, Fly Line - walking
Footpaths, flylines and linesway
Footpaths, linesway for recreation
footpaths, linesway walking
for cycling and walking the dog
for exercise
for exercise
For recreational walks, and short cut to school
For walking and cycling
Garforth rec paths around sporst fields for walk
Garforth to Kippax
Garforth to Kippax walking the dog
general fitness and dog walking
General walks, dog walking
Generaly to walk foster dogs and keep reasonably fit
Get to Castleford or Crossgates
Glebelands old railway for dog walking
Glebelands playground, linesway, cycling
Glebelands to walk round and it is easily accessible for me.
Grandchildrens recreation
Leisure
leisure
leisure
leisure and commute to work
Leisure flyline linesway
Leisure walk
leisure, fresh air
Leisurely walks
Line
Line way - walking
Line, cycling
lines
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Lines - good bike rides
lines - walking / cycling
Lines fir exercise
Lines to go to St Aidans/Leeds/Running
Lines to walk dogs
Lines way and fly line exercise leisure
Lines, Fly Line for cycling and walking
Lines, footpaths
Linesway
Linesway
linesway
Linesway
Linesway
Linesway
Linesway - Cycling
Linesway - cycling
Linesway - regular walks
Linesway - walking
Linesway - walking
Linesway - walking
Linesway (cycling, walking)
Linesway (for getting places)
linesway , flyline for walks and cycling
Linesway and others for walking
Linesway and public footpaths for leisure and getting to main street
linesway cycling
Linesway for bicycle rides
linesway for cycling
linesway for running
Linesway for walking
linesway for walking
linesway walk and cycle
Linesway walking
linesway walking
linesway walking
linesway -walking
linesway walking, glebelands football
linesway, dog walking
Linesway, Fly Line - walking
Linesway, Glebelands, dog walking
Linesway, just to have a walk and fresh air
Linesway, walking and running.
Linesway, walks and bike rides
linesways - walking
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lineways - walking
lineways and footpaths to kippax, pleasure walking
Many walkways in/around Garforth
not sure what they called but for walks and to access others parts of Garforth
occasional wander
Parlington Wood & Fly Line for walks; side of M1 to Thorp Park on cycle
Parlington woods, linesway to Kippax - Leisure walking
ramble
Recreational walk
Regular walks
Running exercise
running walking
Safe cycling with young children
sports, walking the dog
The lines and Path to Aberford. Cycling and walking
the lines for bike rides
The path between Church Lane and Grange estate
to exercise
To go for walks
Unsure of names but like to walk on them because they are nice
Use them all for pleasure
Walk on Fly way currently weekly, cycle on Lines way
walk, run and cycle
Walking
walking
Walking
Walking
walking
walking
Walking
walking
walking
walking
walking
walking
walking
walking
walking
Walking
Walking
walking / running
walking all Garforth paths
Walking all round garforth for personal exercise & dog walks.
Walking and byking
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Walking and cycling
Walking and cycling
Walking and cycling
walking and cycling
Walking and cycling
Walking and cycling
walking and cycling, exercise
Walking and riding bikes - not sure of the names
Walking cycling
Walking cycling running
Walking down the Linesway
walking fly lines linesway,leeds country way
WALKING OVER TO CROSSGATES
walking the dog
walking the dog
walking, beautiful scenery ( flyline)
Walking, cycline, running
Walking, cycling
Walking, dog walking
Walking, Leisure
walking/biking
Walks
We use just about all the off-road paths and bridleways for running, walking and cycling
worried about security
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